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It is difficult to writs onn's biography at an :.

 

of thiriy-six, when 1i?” in far {run ended, and many mnntul

forces are only beginning *heir duvnlopmrnt and Brian in the

consciousncsn like embryos. like Seeds of the Cuturc. Sut if

there is 3 nor: or less cluur realization of thcsc embryonic

mental qualitius, and if there is a cartflin undarstanding of

the direction in which their flavolopment will go; morcovor.

if there is n will towards devalopnent in that Jlrectinn, then

it is possible to skstch a picture of liEu. embracing not anly

the past and the preaant, but also the ideal future. If this

iiaal should not be Fulfillzd qxactly us ~xpcct:d, lé: it be

30: it will fihmn be an uccurat: picture cf what the soul

Tincl: in th: nrescnt while :zflminin; itscl

?1v1 or 31x years ago I llvad through A fcwlinq of

chtn shame. I could not bcflf 1ysnlf q- E did not

  

raconciln uysalf to



 

 

Z ramp”- :. gurceciseij and   

 

clearly uhuu i: 1:

hi the theatr: and the a tor.

 

lin. the actor seemnd to me to b: the greutusc criminLL 3nd

dcccivcr. All theatrical lir: seemed to ma to b: an immensa

Sphere, 1nd in the cantcr of this sphero, like 3 Spark, blazed

up untruth. This apark blazed up at tho moment when in:

auditorium was full or people And the stage full of actors.

Untrurh blazed up betwecn the stage and the auditorium.

“cunwhiln. in the huge sphere of thuatricul life

constant. chnzicd work want an books on the theatrc. on thc

actor, on the producsr. "roacArch," ":xporiments. studios,

uchoolc, lectures, critxcigne, 'udpnenta, discussions. dLS'utes.
J H

  argumcnts. delights. nnchantmcnts and disenchant.ants. pride,

great pridc and side by side with it money, rank. Servilit‘,

;taffs, and amongst

  

(loudly it shoutsl). flies impetuouuly from various :oints on

the surface or the Sphere to the center and hharc dischur"

 

in :2. flash, 2: spark, :1 lie!
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In thi” general picLur-r I saw 'icf.

 

uth, bu: .  

, a 9.171. -'):'   I looicvzd upon ays‘
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hat which I had oxpnrlanccd in childhood,

which I will permit fiyflfilf to mention here. developed .nforc

we on a greater scale. In 1 juniof class A: school 1 showed

an unusual zaal for learning. Regularly I obtained full

:Rrbs. I was delightcd with my succea;=s and with myself.

:d tot:nch Franch to my class companions.

 

I b¢camc absorbxd in tcnching and stappcd lnarnlng.

 

u§d. (y pupils warn called out to fihc blackboard,

 

rude mistakas, but I was still xbovc suaplclun. Put at last

called out to show one of my pupils his miswL,

 

urlfiten "wuus etas" on the board. I wunt out and proudly

 

The finacher was dumbfounded. something

and frightful took placa. 1 Fall into a

 

net!“

 

  

 

years ago; I burnt with L

  

two short Maris corr-

turninq point for vn, bofh as an urfist 1nd

 

at+ mat in throw a glance

 

to link up my p23

  



. L‘h Ma'mw

  

"Hikhzilo. come And Weed the garden! “ti 1 playing uith 'oygz

You littla boy!" but I really was 4 lit: a boy And would not

understand vxy my fathar reproachad :5 ?nd why I could not

 

play with toyn. "2»:vo it “11; cow: 1nd

I know only tco ”all what "wccdlng" munnt. it mount

sitting. fnr hours an and, with bunt back. in the vnrdun,

aufforinc From a pain in th: hack, and Weeping with hnlplnss

in th: back and legs. I did not anjoy good

 

and was a:cagschly sensitive to 211 bodily _

X was afraid of my father and dnrsd not contradict him. in
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navar beat me, and I was not that thut I was

was horrificd by the powar of his eyes and his loud voice. 
 

fln did not k: w the mcaning of fear und obs 10135.

1
:vnrythinq mubduzd itsnlf to him. His rgth of

  

, will and physical power producud a u aion on others

x

:15 well SJ: raj/559.19. I do not think "shut I'm, when h- nude >1:

ed for hours, could havc rnalizud that it could be a diffi—

 

cult task. He would work for hours without visible 314n8 or

fx’tlggun.

  

 

. n1. watchippud him. often ha would, daspii¢ my ycuth, din—

nexxrs': tr mc'x 313.1: ”lunar on

  

‘ Eu: I not only 1‘:

tho mom‘s

‘
‘

 



 

 
 

I liwtined to hin‘

 

   

 

I] burr-x zile'nl 2; he

1 fihink, tau

 

0f fifty 1 vncd the .innish

 

or three months.

 

in metal casaa

 

and the

 

skilfully joined together. Rig wall clock was tarriblc. It

it had bottles full of water

 

instead 01 weights; while next to it an .|e

 

:pl: Lid.tu11 mahogany clock which he Left u

out of revpect for ims aqn.

 

‘uyir an fihn Yluor of Hiu

 



 

 

4-2cn o“ linoleum.  
”a could not

y.y money €nr things

:H-npl- . _h.2 Labour

of:wehin,; the n:w.~p1ner5 dent on for saver:1 days. than

followed the spreading of the paper past? on the floor.

the!painting it a bright red and. removing 2nd scrapin L
a
:

 

cracked and warped "linoleum" off the floor.

In the intervals between inventions I played greedily.

hurriedly, and cxcitcdly. Even now I have the desira to finish

as quickly x: possible any1h1r; that I like, that gives we

pleasure. y mas ."ora limited not only by +imc, but by

 

soucs

All the yard of our country-house (we lived out of

town all the yanr round) was occupixd by 1 wefitnblc warden

1nd 1 chicken-run. “y fatharrs

  unusual variaties. and :0 dcli~- 1t they did not 5 rvivc

the winter frosts 3nd give much troubls and worry to him. His

relations with the fowls w rc so romplax and intimate that

thny were difiicult to fathom. when a rooetcr yaid attcntions

1nd a-usc would be hczr‘ Iro,

 

to the wrong hon.

the ward. the roaster n.1cnped From my father. crcurin? for

help, all the {owls would get into a stat? of excitnmant, and

 

when the0 D
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. isay infuriatz, L'nthrxr would retir’r inf

tint) Cf‘. ‘ vmr: hntcbfsd

 

a fin: lz'u-Izl'aiur"

 



 

nriziriniuHY: m“ rnlxrzfl): than all the inhabitants of the

house ware on the move. “he servants heated watrr, my brother

took this wat¢r into the incubator room, I watched th: ther-

on the grid.

 

momctcr and the lump, whila rathnr put thn c

rnrking them wifih dates, breeds, etc. And when. three weeks

latcr, the chicks hntchad. my mothur and I had to imitata the

mother hen, make clueking noises and tap with Fingers an the

tabla in frnnt of the chick. whllu father spent the time

inventing various devices which, descending From abova on to

the backs of the newly—hatched brood. would imitate the fluffy

underside of the hen.

Several times a year I would hav: a happy time when

I could play as much as I wished — this was when my father

Went away. However. he did not go away. but rather. used

suddenly to vanish: and several days uftnr his diJApnaurance

mother would rccoivn a letter or brief tulcgrum, "I am in the

Grimna,” "An in the Caucasus.“ fin loved travelling and did

so well. He never took lugzage. A camera Pas: Wiuh a fuw

clothnu slung ovar his shoulder, and a stick in his hsnd -

thug did my Father vanisk from home.

my limes war: always v:ry p-3210n3tc. In nvarythlng

1 1xa¢gernted. If I built u card house, it haul} not Le a

house hut a huge edifice necupyin; nearly the ¢ntirc room;

1 should have fxllen

 

stilte were built of such a n l_

ixx;:

 

of? then. I would huvu not nur: than marv bruises. 5
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at: firemen also was. mn‘ricu out or: a colossal hzzl dangerous

 

30:13. But at the sane tinn L was Eistlngu131ca for

courage.

-:thar': disappearancaa w2re joyful for 79, But his

rnturns were and. JLd, because he care ¥1nk 511. ie suxfrrcd

 

from huavy drinking bouts which Rmustad him uhysirally and

spiritually. £13 disappcnrances Her: painful strugales wit

the approaching bouts. His colossal will power lonr dnlayed

the sppronch. but the wommeus ".mays doze:

m? ring {or nothnr and for :0. fluid

 

nburning with shame and

 

quietly, with pain in his voice:

"Lather, send for some hear, dear."

I
]. other never contrahctec‘, navel. parsuadcd hi 1 she.-

Knuw and saw how he hlmaclf suffered. in this

Imps Ezevhiasclf) played a 30!“! on him he
 

w n the author or

books an the subject of "Alcoholism and its curd." A than

well-known Professor ’ who cured inebrihtcs by hypnotism.

 

often placed his sarticos 1: my futhur'a disposal.

“Leave it. my dear fellow,’ fly fnthcr would say with
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Never. 1::

 

a hypnotic axpariment. £01m oupnzti‘m: each other, and,
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1y namory docs

undnr my Path: '5
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Flthar during :0 drink.

 

Luring the lir
.hn drinking

  

 

& H an we lived, Phltted

them money. Ac

was very popular in thAt circiu. hey Loved 13d respected him.

nufi only for his money but for the discussions which he held

with them. .other and I 0 tan hoard local hoolig

  our house shouting out to us, “Juoj day to you!

We uhan': touch you?‘ And thay navur all touch ua.

 

dlthin my father dwelt spirit 0: protest adainat

tha saciul realm: of those times. Lut zvsn this upir t wsa

el

 

greased peculiarly and bore A rebellious charactar. ‘ur

axample, he would snake hands in : donunutxutive manner with

the policeman in the street in order to arouse the indignntion

and angst of the powers that he; and he visited persons in high

positions in clothes quite nnbafitting for the purpose.

Vith the approach of his illness, my spiritual life

took on a somewhat different character. in zne on: hand I

suffered for my parental on the other I was glad on tho attun—

tion which my father paid me during hifl illness. me told me

many wonderful things, and his stories were extremely fascinat—

ing. He could write and speak simple. forcibly. colorfully.

wisely, fascinatingly, and,when nacesanry, Hittily. n. F. v'nckhov

said or him:3

"Alexandcr is far no ,
1 c capable than I. but to will

never uchiova anything rith his talent — his illness will
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destroy him.”

I would nit by father's side for hours and listen

to his stories of tho stars, of the movomcnts and ctructuro

of th Innate. of the signs of the uodinc, etc. no acquaintedc
:

'
d

me with the most varicdihcnomcno and laws of nature, illustrn~

ting them with the most unexpected and beautiful cxnmplos.

We never touched upon religious subjectsobecnuso ho was an

atheist and his outlook was materialistic. Ho culti'ztnd a

love of knowledge in me. but all my attempts to study systuns

of philosophy or separate sciences never were of a systematic

nature and were no morn than flaohps of enthuslasm. I did,

and still do, suffer a great deal £hrough the inability to

work systematicall‘. Hogrly all my knowledge was absorbed

rapidly,pausionatcly. but superficially.

It was only after experiencing m‘ disappointment in

the rcnln of tho thuatrc and uftor cortnincomplicutions in

ny spiritual life than I began to realize for the first time.

although late. the neccsoity for strict and s‘stcmntic work

in the realm which it is desired to conquer. And the more I

Valued in others thut which is called "distinction. talent,"

etc., the norm I am now horrified by ouch talent unless;lt

desires to acquire culture by mclns of persistent. resolute

work. In these days, when the tnmpo of life cannot ha culled

othnr than insane. all "distinction“ and "talcn " which does

not wish to be associated with the discipline of work is

doomed to retardation and death.
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Sitting up. sometimes for whole nimhts, with my

fathor, I not only listened to his stories but watched him

drawing Caricatures. l was delighted by his ahility to filve

in a few strokes not only n resonblanco of tho person por-

trayed by him to the original, but also of his character and

his mood of the mement. He sketched himself in health and

illness. my mother, no, and our friends. A love of carica-

tures haa remainod with ma fornver. 1 used to spend much

time with them, and I heliavc that this played no small part

in my development :5 an actor.

howevar. a sense of the comic has always been

strongly developed in no and. fortunately, has not been ex-

tinguished yet. flung; givao knowledge necessary for art and

brings a lightness into creativo work. while humor diracteo

at onesglf frees one from excoosivo self—astaem and pomposity.

It teaches one to value things within and without onusclf at

their true worth. and not in relation to personal inclinations.

sympathicu. and antipathina. such an objactivc outlook in

quite indispensable to tho artist.

The powar of humor-lies also in the fact that it

raises :1 tan above that which makes him lzugh. that which has

boon laughed at becomes so objectivniy comprahnnsiblc thAt it

booomes easy to play it on the stage. the actor (and the

artist in general) who can only regard iii: and himself scri-

ouoly can hardly on 2 good. or at lczst, in intsresting 1r+ist.
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It is ramurkublo that peeplg who are able to luuyh at once

recognize each other, undurstand each other. And become. quite

often, friends. And. of course, tha snriouenass of people

gifted with a sense of humor is far more serious and dsepar

than the perpetual seriousness of people who do not knuu humor.

It is an extremely fortunate thing that humor can be taught.

In theatrical schools there should be a class in which humor

is taught.

In addition to u snnau of humor, I hava the gift of

being easily Smuscd. “his is hardly an advantage. It caused

me a great dual of discomfort on the craze. not only did 1

 

  
laugh myanlf. but infected my partnern. :his quality on the

stage is Very Widespruad amongst actors, and it in difficult

to combat. Often thu smallaat trifle was sufficiant to roducc

me to uncontrollabla laughter. Somatimna the impression which

onuaod me stuck in my memory for several days, and I would

return to it and roar with laughter. adding new particulars

and details.

Through this I was often placed in awkward situatiuns.

unce, while discussing important business with A certain rc-

spectcd lady, I felt tfat I was threatened with the danger of

an outburst of laughter. I banana afraid of this danger and

wade in internAI effort to rastrzin my mirth, but it was too

late. I suddenly burst out laughinfi. And an loudly that I

was unabla to Say a single word in axplanntion or justification
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of my behaviour. :ho lady was confused. she blushud. but went

on diocuosing her business. I was Almost in despair, but

rournd louder and louder. At last tho poor lady, with toars

in hnr ayes. asked me why I was laughing at hot. I could not

reply.

In tho next room was sitting one of my pupils (this

was during the time whan I had my own urnmu school). This

pupil hastened to my aid. He. knowing my habit. attempted to

explain to the lady the true cause of my behaviour, but his

word3 ware so put that one might have got the impression that

I was of unsound mind. This nmuuod me still more. The lady

jumped up and ruahad to the door, but got caught in the cur-

tains and hit her forehead on the lodge. Ay statn banana

incredible. i no longer attempted to restrain my desperate

laughter. Tha lady went away without having stated her busi-

ness, while I sat in despair and burning with shama. ihis

tendency on the stage offends the public; and 1 have often

sinned in this way heforn my audiences.

I often used to son my father at his writing desk.

I saw how he. having out long stips of paper, would cover

 

m with small. beautiful handwriting. 1 saw how he corrected

  proofs and saw his articles printed in papers and n gazines.
 

All this fascinated me, find I decided to become 3 writnr. 1

out mysnlf 3 large number of long Sheet: of paper, sat down.

and sturtcd to writ». I had no :ubjuct, but this did not
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deter me. I dipped my pen and wrote at once, "He walked about

the room..." More I stopped and myself started to walk about

the room, seeking the next sentence. Some time passed. and

I realized with astonishment that something essential uaa

lacking in me. preventing me from becoming a writer at once.

Having waited a little and having triad over in my mind several

sentences which might have been a continuation of the first.

I put down my pen and sadly collected up the paper which had

been prepared for a big work.

The chock of this failure was so great that for a

long time I did not renew my attempt to write. Butaning once

road in Dostoyovsky'a works a description of the life of one of

his horoeo. where Dostoyevsky describes the childhood, youth,

and adult life of the character. I felt that the secret of

authorship had been diselosod to me. I immediately sot to work.

I began to describe how a certain old lady spent her childhood,

hor oohooldayo. how she was expelled from school. how she fell

in love. how she roll out of love, a whole series of details

of her life. and finally how she became an old lady.

Tho story wan long and wau written in small writing,

Just liko my father's. I was triumphant. excited. and felt

happy. I asked mother to listen to my long story. She patiently

heard it to the end and said that it was very nice, but perhaps

not very interesting. I remember how the pain went to my

heart. Why was it that Dostoyevsky mada it interesting. and

I did not? why? Did not he, in Just the same way, describe
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the childhood and subsequent life of his hero? I could not

answer this question and again gave up the ambition to become

a writer.

by first attempts to act plays took place. as is

always in such cases. in a domestic atmosphere. by mother and

my nurse were my constant audience. and they were also the

heroes whom I represented in all kinds of possible and impos-

sible situations. My father was not particularly interested

in my performances, although I often portrayed him. In general.

the idea of myself as an actor did not arise in our family for

a long time. Even I myself. when choosing my future career.

as children usually do, wanted to be a fireman or a doctor and

never thought of acting. Fire—fighting attracted me, probably

because my father was a volunteer fireman. A special telephone

hung over his bed to call him in case of fire. and he often

went away to fires by day and by night.

Gradually tho circle of my spectators widened. "per-

formances" were arranged on the balcony. where I read Gorbunov's

stories. and performed scenes from Dickens. augmenting them

with episodes of my own composition and introducing a certain

element of piquancy. hy father always called things by their

names, and from childhood I became accustomed to words of a

certain kind. seeing nothing wrong in saying them. for a long

time I could not understand this difference between two kinds

of words which people found so frightening. Evan when adult.
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I had to train myself to unlearn a forbidden vocabulary. In

childhood I only saw in trese words, and in their associations.

a comic significance which entertained me. For a long time

I could not understand why people blushed when they heard me

use an expression which. in their opinion. was not permissible;

and I was sincerely convinced that they themselves added some—

thing to the word which made them blush and be shocked. Later

I thought that it was because all people. and especially women.

are simply immoral.

Hy family performances on the balcony became more

and more popular. and finally I persuaded one of the local

amateurs to let me act upon the club stage. oy delight was

boundless. I was mostly given comic old men parts. It made

no difference to me whether I was rehearsing or performing in

public because as soon as I went on the stage. I completely

forgot myself and my surroundings and abandoned myself to that

elemental feeling which. as a basic mood. accompanied me on

the stage not only in childhood but in a later period of my

life until I lived through the inward crisis of disappointment

in the theatre. Together with the loss of this feeling I

ceased to be convincing to the public and lost the internal

creative urge.

The feeling, and oven the are—feeling of the whole,

that was the internal feeling which I lost during the period

of my mental crisis. It was due to this feeling that the

thought that any part, or story, or simple imitation would
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not be successful never entered my head. Doubt in that sense

was foreign to me. when I had to act a part. or, as used to

happen in my childhood. when I was to play some effective

joke. I was powerfully gripped by this sense of the gggth-

cominqwhole, and trusting in it fully. without wavering. I

fulfilled whatever occupied my attention at the time. Details

arose spontaneously from tho £3212 and stOJd objectively

before me. I never thought out details and always only played

the part of observer in relation to whatever arose by itself

from the sense of the whole. This forthcoming whole, from

which arose all particular details. did not run dry or become

extinguished.howevor long the process of development might

take. I can only compare it to the seed of a plant. a seed

which miraculously holds all the future plant.

Juch suffering falls to the lot of actors who do

not appreciate sufficiently in their work this amazing feel-

ing, a basic nozocaity for all creative work. All the details

of the part fall into thousands of tiny fragments and form a

state of chaotic disorder if they are not bound together by

the fooling of the united whole. Often actors. having this

pro-feeling before the commencement of their work. lack suf-

ficient courage to trust to it and to wait patiently. {hey

painfully think out their images, invent churacterizaaion. and

bind it artificially to the words or the part with artificial

gestures and forced action. they call this work. Certainly

it can be called work. hard, painful, but not necessary since
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the actor's work to a great extent consists of waiting silently.

not "working.“ This. of course, does not refer to the work

of provincial actors whose creative life iespent in special.

peculiar and infinitely wearying surroundings.

This "feeling of the whole" bore me like a mighty

impulse through all the difficulties and dangers of the actor's

path. It went with me to the theatrical school and after. I

cannot say that I learned theatrical art at the sohool. Rather,

I studicd the splendid teachers: Savina, Dalmatov. Glagolin,

Sladkopevtsev. Arbatov. and others. I now remember hardly

anything of what they taught me in the shape of theoretical

rules. but I remember thgfl. I learned not £523 them. but I

learned their own selves. This was because the feeling I have

described gave me a whole image of them in their unattainable

genius. I spent my time in tho theatical school semi—consciQSlw

I observed and acted with delight. but I learned nothing.

Theoretical subjects (history of art. history of the theatre.

phonetics. etc.) were foreign to me, and I could only do exam-

inations by "cribbing." Voice training lessons amused and

irritated me.

Three years in the theatre school flew by like a

dream. I was only happy when I was acting something. but since

I was nearly always "acting" something. happiness was my prin-

ciple mood. I literally could not utter a single word in a

simple manner. Sometimes whole days went by as one continuous
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play. Very much later. when I had entered the Loscow Arts

Theatre, Stanislavsky explained to me that it is bad and

harmful for an actor to be "acting" continuously for nearly

a whole day. And when. on his odivce. I began to struggle

with the habit of "acting." I felt how much power I had

formerly wasted unproductively and how that power increased

and concentrated when used economically.

Who does not know actore who up to old age cannot

conquer the habit of "acting" in everyday life! As the years

go on. these actors almost lose their personalities; they

stifle hundreds of most viial questions with this acting.

avoiding their solutions and thus delaying their human devel-

opment. Even the look in the eyes of such actors is not quite

normal. and an unexhduotod and unsenoed pain and sadness

always appears in them. Their soul in neglected, dark, and

abnormally young. As it is harmful to be on the stage "as

in real life." so it in equally harmful to be in real life

"as on the stage."

Hy confidence and boldness in my creative state.

which was due to tho conotont josts and tricks which I performed,

was often taken by me into everyday life. For example, I was

firmly convinced that I was the possessor of huge physical

strength. I once leaped on a schoolfellow in order to knock

him down and beat him in front of the other schoolmates. I

was confident of success. He was much taller than I and was
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fairly strong, but ny confidenca. which had a full right to

exist in the realms of the imagination, now became transformed

into a pitiful conceit. I was tho roughlj beaten. my opponent

dragged me head downward on the floor and then threw me like

a discus into the corner of the room. Thus. I learned to

distinguish between boldness on the stage and in life. The

same thing happened with my voice.’ Here, too. confidence

changed to conceit. I strained my voice and only then under-

stood that the power of the voice on the stage and in life

differs and should not beconfused.

Prom the earliest childhood up to an age of twenty-

eiaht, I had one conetant friend - my mother. Her love belonged

to me alone; I was her only son. (by father had two sons by

his first marriage.)

I had no secrets from my mother. I took to her all

my sorrows, jcye, successes. and failures. She devoted the

same inimitable attention and seriousness both to my home

childish "performances" and to serious work when I was a pro-

fessional actor. All my parts were prepared with her assistance.

She made hardly any comments on the parts. she had a way of

her own of expressing her opinion, and I understood her slight-

est word or hint.

Ly inward life was so firmly bound up with hers that

I did not require any verbal instructions or rules of life

from her. I understood myself much of what my mother required
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of mo. and we wanted hardly any words on discussing ordinary

incidents.

At an age of 13 to in I was unusually and catastro-

phically prone to falling in love. At the very first meeting

with any little girl I inevitably fell in love with her. re-

gardless of her appearance. Ker internal qualities were to

me unimportant. However, I always found some trait in her

which filled me with delight. It might be her eyebrows. or

her smile. or some movement. or plumpness. or slimness. I

could even fall in love because I liked a frock. I once fell

in love with a very tiny girl because she had played some

childish piece on the piano with one finger. In a word, it

was immaterial to In why I fell in love or how to Justify my

“love.” The ultimate object of my infatuation was always

marriage. At the very first meeting I firmly resolved to

Harry. Having made that decision. I would not leave my future

wife for a minute. However. my wedding plans generally broke

down for two reasons; either I chose several brides simul-

taneously. when marriage became technically an impossibility.

or I attached myself to my future wife to such an extent that

she, embarrassed by me in herevery action. could no longer

stand her loss of freedom and hid from me. I suffered and

was jealous of everything and everyone.

Once I fell in love with a little girl who was

older than myself and who was unhappy in her home. She did
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not love her parenta and frequently ran away from them. 9y

love was. at last, reciprocated and the affair went on for

many days. I kissed her literally from morning till night.

and then I suddenly noticed that she had a snub nose. lot a

moment I was grieved. thought a little. and then remembered

that I hai a snub none too. and joyfully proposed to her. She

agreed. and I literally £011 on my knees before her...from

fright and despair. I did not know what I hAd to do. I did

not know what to do to get married. and what one would have

to do after the wedding. I only dimly realized that one must

marry for a long time. for life! I was ready to cry in

despair. but I controlled myself. rose. and saying, “Just a

minute"...went out of tho room and rushed to my mother. Quickly

I told her am well as I could of my tragedy, not hidingny doz—

pair. Having heard me, she went to my poor bride and said to

her-..I do not know what she said, but the poor girl went home

full of grief. The story of my unsuccessful marriage soon

spread all over the district, andfor a long time I was the

laughing-stock of all my playmates. "Bridegroom. bridegroom!"

they shouted after me in the street. I bore it all without

a murmur, feeling my guilt and dying of shame.

The influences on me by my father and my mother were

so different that I lived as if in two different families.

“y father's directness. simplicity and even crudeness were

balanced by the tenderness and affoction of my mother, and
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both these influences lived side by side within me in a strange

manner. I sensed no discrepancy in the fact that on the one

hand I was carefully guarded from all evil influences, and on

the other was given a complete liberty of action. I went to

school with an escort. and a muff in my hands, and at the some

time received "three roubles for...“ from my father. I could

return home late at night and not alone, and yet 1 could be

tenderly and platonically in love. I first know the love of

women at an early age. but I never stooped to low immorality.

iany contradictions lived together within :9. but

for a long time I could not reconcile them without. The worst

and most painful antithesis for me was the case of my parents.

1 was arraia or this antitnesis. I always felt that something

was liable to happen at any moment with which they themselves

would not be able to cope. I literally watched their lives

and was always in a state of tension and ready to enter into

that which was to happen and which I awaited secretly and with

anguioh. There wan no particular external reason for no to.

worry. because my father was nearly always very tender with

my mother. and their quarrels were rare and very restrained.

A life of contrasts and contradictions, of efforts

to reconcile these contradictions within myself. and also my

infatuation with Dostoyevsky at an early age all helped to

create in me a certain special feeling in relation to life and

people. I accepted good and evil, right and wrong. beauty and
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ugliness. greatness and smallness. as certain entities. I

did not demand only good actions from a good man. was not

astonished at an evil look on a beautiful face. did not expect

primitive truth at all costs from a man whom I was accustomed

to believe. and somehow understood him when he lied. 0n the

contrary. I was irritated by direct "truthfulness." "ultimate

sincerity.“ “limitlesr poetic sadness" or "contempt for life

without a gleam of ligqt." I did not believe in straight and

simple psychologies. sensing the smug face of egotism behind

them.

A feeling of annoyance arose in me on seeing one of

these egotisto, wearing the mask of a straight—forward “opti-

mist,” "pessimist." "romantic." "wise man.“ "simple man," and

so forth. I saw that these were different forms of the same

sentimental egotism, wearing a mask in the hope of deluding

or enchanting people of indifferent intellitonce. these who

believed them and found a delight in intercourse with those

"masks" wore to me Just as unpleasant as the masks themselves.

Neither knew the feeling of "humanity." They did not know

that to he human it is necessary to reconcile contradictions.

All this. however. was within me in the form of an instinct

and did not take thoshnpo of clear thought. Later. when work—

ing on character parts. I could not see in my imagination the

choracter in the form of a primitive "rash.” Jithor I saw

him as a more or less complex being, or I did not see him at

all.
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It is true that if I should now chance to meet one

5 thoon "masks." I understand that it is no more than a

temporary state in the developing conscience of man: and it

no longer causes me such sufferings as in my youth. I have

learned to understand that irritation against people. hate and

merciless struggle against them are mainly the result of an

untrue conception of the invariability of human character.

fivon now I often recognize the feeling which I had at an age

of six or seven when I used to be sent out for a walk with

my head wrapped in a scarf. and I once accidentally caught

sight of myself in a mirror and was disgusted at the appear-

ance of my wrapped figure. Even now I have such feelings, but

they can no longer have the power over me which they had in

my childhood.

Everything within me. such as fear. confidence. love,

passion, tenderness. crudonoaa. humor, gloom, etc. all of these

qualities were permeated with a passionateness which hoilod

within me. by passionate nature not only enhanced these

qualities. but it combined them into strange designs and forms.

When I now look back on all this. I see that due to this pas—

sionateness I literally accelerated my life: that is, I lived

out all that was within me much more quickly than I might have

done if I had not this passion. Although I was heading

rapidly toward a mental crisis or even a nervous breakdown,

now, having left the acuteness of the dangerous momant. I
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feel grateful to “3.o for a rayid. though painful, solution

of the problem of my life.

 

Cnca. during my wandorings round the night carom

of St. Pctaraburg. 1 strollod into a ”dive" which had a

cerfinin notorioty. it was vary clean and neatly furnished.

antarinn. I saw a large company of merrynflkers. Che place

was stuffy. noisy, and tho air was misty. A piarcina whistle

sounded from time to timo- It seemed to no that the company

was of some special character. I looked nlosely. ?ho faces

of the merrynakarg were not of the usual night-club typo.

?hoy were intelligent. refined-looking. wall-dressed people.

with intelligent but intoxicated and tired—looking faces. 1:

Seemnd that they were linked toggthor by some common center

round which they were grouped. A vain. loud pride and empha-

sized independence showed itself in their poses and gestures.

It was evident that thesn people were not so much having a

any time no ropying some style. Their light-heartodneaa was

unnatural and restricted by a desire to merge with that style

at which they aimed. A piercing whietle sounded from tho

center of the group. and several pl'tes flew up to the nailing.

Ehe plates flaw beautifully. and it could be seen that they

had keen thrown by a skillful hand. :ho crowd vuught than with

shoutn, and uervility would be seen on their faces, although
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they tried to appear independent and froc-

I began to soak the solution. to look for the

center round which they were grouped. In the center sat a

man with a swollen, drunken face, with clotted blood by hie

ear. Hie wot hair stuck to his forehead. Hie exprcneion

woo horriblol anger and contempt showed through the laughter.

When throwing plntoo he apparently did not consider the

goeoibility that they might hit one of the surrounding people

on the hood. Sometimes a plate would fly not up onto the air,

but straight into the face of one of his conponione. All the

crowd produced an eerie and and feeling. I recognized the

central figure to be A. I. Kuprin. But was a difference

between him and him surrounding company! I do not know what

he wee fooling. what caused hio face to be contorted with

pain and anger. but I know that was serious, deep. and real

to him. All the people around him formed a bad caricature of

the "narrowing and drunken soul.‘ They enjoyed their peculiar

proximity to Kuprin. buying it at the cost of lying and

toadying.

I munt have looked at this company too cleanly and

took in the atmosphere too fully because I felt a sense of

unbearable oppression and fear. I ran out of the "dive" and

ran along the hikhailovsky street toward Nevsky Prospect. It

was miety and the,lay was dawning.

"How pure, pure you are!" I suddenly heard. I

turned round and saw one of those "masks“ who seek direct
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psychologies. His words made a deep impression on no. I

never stooped to the depth of sincerely imagining myself

"pure"; but at that moment. when my perception had been

sharpened, I felt the lie of "direct and simple" psychologias

especially clearly and deeply. I realized how far real

purity of heart was from no. how difficult it is to attain

and how tho'hasks" are capable of sailing the best impulses

and nine of the human soul.

On completing my course at the theatrical school I

entered the Lnliy Suvorinsky Theatre. where I spent a year and

a half. B. S. Glugolin took a great interest in me. and in

my first year I wan given tho part of Tsar Foodor and a whole

series of other parts. my father first noticed me as an actor

after the performance of "Tsar Feeder." After the play he

congratulated and even kissed no.

This performance is associated for me with another

experience; I knew the meaning of theatrical intrigue for the

first time. After the second performance a huge laurel wreath

With ribbons was brought on to the stage in View of the audi-

ence. The wreath was intended for me. but for a long time I

did not realize this and tried to get away from the attendant

who was offering it to me. The audience applauded. I looked

at the inscription and saw that the wreath was really for me.
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At the same moment I felt a pain in my left arm. The actress

9., who took the part of rsaritsa Irina. gripped my arm and

in a horrible voice whispered, "You presented yourself with

the wreath."

She bowed to the audience and painfully gripped my

arm. I was quito bowildered. I tried to explain to her

immodiately that I knew nothing about the wreath. but she

whispered in an evil voice. "Splendid! To present such a

wreath to yourself!"

The curtain fell. while 3.. shaking with anger and

pointing to ma, shouted about my improper action with the

wreath. The actors listened in silence while I stood like a

convict in tho cantor of the group with the hugo wreath in my

hands.

Arbatov won the chief producer at that time. His

industry was astounding. Not only did he produce plays in

the theatre, teach in the school and work whole nights at

homo. but he found time to do complicated and responsible

work elsewhere. One such work was the creation of a cycle of

historical plays. Nicholas II wished to acquaint himself

With this cycle. and a series of performances was organized

at Taarokoo Sale.

I remember how we, the actors of this cycle. were

tinght the rules of behaviour in the Palace. fihoro were so

many of those rules that it was quite impossible to remember
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them all. He were frightened, alarmed. and bewildered. All

the rules and instructions. which we had received from a

general who had come specially for the purpose were forgotten

at a time when they were most needed. namely in the presence

of the isar himself. One young actress sat on the keys of

the piano while curtseylnnp an actor who did not catch a

queetionaddressod to hinhy a member of the Royal Family.

rushed impetuously forward shouting. "What did you say?". thus

disturbing the silence which reigned in the room; while I,

in reply to the Tour's question. “How do you stick on your

false nose?". quickly pulled it off And almost shouted. "Like

this. your sajesty!" An awkward situation ensued., but the

Tsar was not angry and asked mo whether I would like to go on

the Imperial stage. I could not answer correctly. re: which

I was often reproached by my comrades. Nicholas extended no

a white gloved hand. which I shook and soiled with the grease

paint of! my nose.

fiho hours spent on the stage were a real spiritual

rest for me. war a time I would forget my oppressile thoughts

and plunge into a creative stato which wholly took possession

of me. Once my acute nervou: state brought an unusual result

It was on a tour by the :aliy Theatre. When the performance

in one of the towns wls nearing its end. the rumor spread

amongst the actors that the building next to the theatre was

on fire. I had the part of a Chinaman in this play. Having
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Finished me part I left the stage and saw that the building

opposite the theatre was really in :lames. 1 became frightened

and started running down the street toward the stution. I ran

in my make—up and Chinese costume. with a pig—tail streaming

behind. fhetheatrical tailor ran after me.

“Dr. Chekhov." he shouted. "give the trousers back!"

without stopping. I ran on. At last the tailor began

to gain on me. Then I stopped quickly. took off the wide

Chinese trousers and, loaving.them. ran on.

The actors knew some of my weaknesses and often

played jokes on me. However. their jokes were nearly always

harmless.

The masterly productions and acting of B. S. filagolin

produced an ineradlcablo impression on me. when I saw him in

the part of Hlestakov, I underwent a kind of mental shift.

It became clear to me that Glngolin plays the part of Hlestakor

not like others. although I had never before seen anyone else

in that part. And this feeling of ”not llke others" arose in

me, without any comparisons and analogies. directly from

Glagolin‘s acting. The unusual freedom and originality of his

creative art in the part astounded me, and I was not mistaken;

indeed no one else played the part of Alastakov as he did.

when, later, I had to act this part myself. I recognized the

influences of Jlagolin on myself. stavislnvsky, who produced

"ihe Inspector general." led me in the direction which partly
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coincided with that which lived in me as an impression of

Glagolin's Hlestakov.

By his productions. Arbatov taught no to appreciate

delicacy and clarity of stage work. Under his influence I

felt for the first time what a significance clear gggg has on

the stage. It is true that all his productions were conceived

exclusively on a naturalistic and everyday plan. i.e.. on a

plan which by its nature admitted of no gjylg (and there can

be no art without style). but I was at that time not worried

by questions of that type, and in Arbatov's productions I

accepted form as such. Arbatov loved and underatood form.

Sometimon he invitodnn to his home and I could see how skill—

fully and delicately ho created his beautiful work. All the

Setting of him study wan a combination of harmonious forms.

The form of tho lamp and of the table wero in strict harmony;

the book cased. furniture. the bookn themselves. everything

harmonized in form and color. He spent whole nights at his

skillful and delicate work, seeking forms of sets, cards for

time tables.of the week's work. designs for cloth covers, etc.

It is a pity that Russian actors. on the whole. even

now insufficiently love and appreciate form. It is true that

it is difficult for them to seek it. They lack the specialized

preparation for the purpose. As for the theatrical schools,

the teaching in them was carried on and is being carried on

now without any plan or system. The teachers are Splendid
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aetors. but poor theoretiCians on the questions of nsxchologx

of creative acting. Phey do net take the trouble to give the

VOUng actor methods by the aid of which he may learn to rule

his creativeneee consciously. Generally, pupils imitate

their teachers but do not acquire knowledge of principles

from them.

Nhy does the Bo-called system of Stanislavsky have

such tremendous power? Because it gives the young actor hope

of mastering in practice the basic yowera of his creative

soul: those powers which are the integration of all the parts

of the creative process. Actors who are not acquainted in

principle with the questions of form and style either attempt

to use old. obsolete forms. or else remain entirely without

form. throwing out raw material from the stage, in the shape

of passions and affectatione.calling them temperament. The

actor slowly begins to like dilettantism, mistaking it for

freedom. But how fatal for him is this freedom! It leads to

lack of control not only on the stage but in life.

I can remember how this “freedom” showed itself in

some of the actors of even such a disciplined theatre as the

Haliy Suvorinsky. They chopped objects in their dressing rooms

with property swords. pushed elderly and little—respected eol~

leagues down the stairs in large baskets (I remember how after

one such joke a victim had to so to the hospital). and excelled

in the invention of little jokes on their friends. All this
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was without talent, without brilliance. without humor, without

skill, merely out of a sense of "freedom."

In time the actor will realizehow closely his life

and profession are bound together. He will understand that

it is impossible to be a cultured actor while remaining an

uncultured man. I often have to hear actors saying, "why

should I 3323 what form. style, and so on. are? If I have

tulont. my talent will tell me the true style and the necessary

form. Theoretical knowledge is only capable of destroying my

ability." But knowledge is of two kinds, and the actor who

speaks thus implies dry. intellectual knowledge. In that he

is right. True. living knowledge, which the actor lacks. is

of a totally different nature.

I will explain this difference by an example.1 Take

the Gothic style. A Gothic cathedral. You see its forms,

study it, memorize the visual impression from them and become

so accustomed to them that it becomes impossible for you to

confuse them with any other forms. ?3ke a Greek temple and

similarly thoroughly study and memorize its forms. You will

distinguish these two styles from each other and from any

others. Here you will be able to stop and say to yourself.

1 know the style of Greek and Gothic temples? But such know-

ledge is dead and intellectual. The actor has the right to

say. “I do not need it." But it is possible to go further in

the study of these two styles. tan we imagine the Gothic

1. The following conception of two styles belongs to

Dr. R. Steiner.
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cathedral empty. not filled with worshippers? No. It will

only be complete in its architecture. in its style, when you

see in it a crowd of worshippers with their hand folded in

prAycr. You will then experience the upward urge which is

issuing from the interior of the Gothic cathedral. lhe Greek

temple. on the contrary. you will understand better if you

visualize it empty. According to thc Grcck's feelings, a

deity inhabits it. In it there need not be a single human

being. and yet it will be a perfect example of Greek archi—

tecture.

This in another conception of style. The force of

such conception lies in the fact that it ccasos to be intol—

loctual and awakens in tho apirit of the artist creative

forced which are capable of educating him in such 1 manner

that he himself will no longer reconcile himself to his

creative art, when it appears doprlvzd of Style and form.

The actor-artist will understand that style is that

which he introduces into him creation as its most precious

part, as the thing which ultimately makes creating worthwhile.

He will understand thAt naturelism is not art, since thc

artist can introduce nothing from himself into a naturalistic

"work of arty“ that in that case his problem is limited to an

ability to copy more or less accurately from "nature“ and at

best to bring into a new juxtaposition that which has existed

and does exist outside. without him. He will understand that
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to apply himself to naturalistic art is to be no more than a

photographer of "nature.”

The future of naturalism in the theatre is dreary.

Remaining in the limits of narrow themes and problems, natur~

alisn will be compelled to seek more and more lurid combinations

of facts. combinations capable of affecting the nerves of the

audience with greater force than was done yesterday and the

day before. It will reach the necessity of giving the spectAtor

a uoriea of "powerful sensations," capable of causing a nar-

vouu shock at the cost or pathological effects. 0n the stage

will appear pictures of creepy forms of death. physical tor-

tures, soul-tending catastrophes. pathological nervous diseases.

mental dorangenonts, beatial cries. yells. and gunshots. All

thin will be the height of attainment of naturalistic “art."

but also its end.

As a heritage. naturalism will leave a coarsened.

nerve—racked public without a sense of artistic taste. fluch

time will be needed to restore it to a state of health.

 

5y work in the Laliy Theatre caused my parents to

move into the town for the winter. Ly father's illness in—

creased, intervals between attacks grew shorter. and the attacks

themselves grow longer and longer. Gncc. 1 was told that he

was thenceforth going to live apart from me and my mother.
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I did not know the true cause of this. A new feeling appeared

in my soul - I bewan to guess the meaning of solitude and old

age. when my mother and I visited my father, I tried to guess

his feelings. It was clear that they both had made some

oucrifice for my sake and were both suffering. But I was with

my mother. my father remained alone. Being accustomed to

respect and worship him, I noti:ed that a feeling of pity

toward him was being born in me. This feeling hurt me, but

I could not drive it from my heart. Visiting him. I felt

awkward when greeting him as an acquaintance; I did not know

what to say, what to do, what to oak him. It seemed to me

that half of him had died.

Ly mysterioua and complex inner life became more

difficult. Externally, I became coarser and coarser. I

began to drink more and frequently noted when drunk. Once.

having commenced a performance in an inebrioted state, I could

not continue with it and came to my senses in my dressing room

alone. ill and broken. How and when the performance ended,

I do not know. my relations with women became more coarse

and primitive. The worse my behaviour became. the more I loved

my mother and pitied my father. However, no matter what I did.

1 still concealed nothing from my anther.

At first. another trait began to appear in me -

contempt for human beings. It hardened 1e and. therefore, made

contact with the outside world easier. It became easy to be
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with a man whom I despised. but as if to counterbalance this,

I became attached to some people with an exceptionAI force.

I divided mankind into the few whom I loved and all the rest,

whom I despised. my materialistic state or mind assisted this

considerably. Ethical feelings clashed with materialism and

were rejected as unnecessary. “y physical health became worse

and worse, and I began to davelop tuberculosis of the lungs.

Once. during the performances of the Joscow Arts

Theatre, I was sent, as a relative, to visit 0. L. hnipper—

Chekhova. I could not conduct myself in the presence of

prominent people and asked to be relieved of this heavy obli-

gation. 1y pleas led to nothing, and I set out on my visit.

I was dressed up a little, and I arrived. She received me

graciously and pretended not to notice my awkwardness. (1

think I caught my foot in tho carpet and knocked my elbow on

a light, decorative table.) The conversation lapsed painfully,

and I looked with dismay at her half-closed. wily eyes. At

last she asked me.

"Why don't you want to come over to our theatre?"

I was astounied at her question.

"I dare not oven dream of it." I answered sincerely,

and this time without embarrassment. dhe laughed and said.

”I shall talk about you to atanislavsky. come here

tomorrow.fi

bewildered, I ran out. flhe next day I came again.
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A. L. Vishnevsky not me. He embraced me and said,

"Did you know thAt your father used to beat mar”

"what for?" I asked, not understanding what he was

talking about. He told no that he was at school with my

father. where they were in the some class and used to fight.

He gave me a preliminary test, asking me to read

some scenes from "Tsar ieodor." The following day I had to

appear at the theatre before K. S. Stanislsvsky himself. They

dressed me up even better than on the previous day. by collar

was so tight that it choked me. At the theatre I was met by

Stanislavsky himself. Seeing his majestic figure and gray

hair, I ceased to reason and feel entirely.

”We are very pleased to have a nephew of Anton

Pavlovian Chekhov in the theatre," he said. shaking my hand.

In my consciousness tho singlo word "Stanislavsky.

Stanislavsky" resoundcd uncessingly. He was immeasurably

charming and tender. At his invitation we went through into

one of the foyers of the theatre, and I sat down by his side

on a rod divan. He asked me a series of questions. which I

answered mechanically, almost without understanding their

meaning.

"How read something from 'TSBr Foodor,'" he said

at last.

I suddenly wanted to escape. A sound of tearing was

heard. my collar burst and the ends stuck in my cheek. I was
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paralyzed, dead! A minute passed, and I ceased to care. I

read a portion of "Tsar Feodor" and {armeladov's monologue.

Stanislavaky said a few kind words to me and told no that I

was accepted into the Arts Theatre. he told me to go to

V. I. Hemirovich-Danchenko to arrange all the matters in con-

nection with entry into the Arts Theatre.

It was during those days, so notable for me, that

Stanislavsky invited me to dinner. I arrived at his hotel and

found 0. L. Snippet-Chekhova. r. P. Lilina. and V. I. Kachalov

there. I felt extremely ombarrnssedx ani when I saw on the

laid table special knives and forks of a kind I had never seen

before. I felt a very unhappy man. EVen joy borne of conceit

died in me. During dinner I porforwed moat complicated mental

labors in trying to figure out how and with what instruments

the various dishes should be entcn.

I was at once placed into the "filial” section of

the theatre. This was intermediate between being an assistant

and a member of the troupe. §cmbers of that section at that

tine were: u. L. Sushkevich. E. B. Vakhtangov, V. V. Cotovtsev.

G. :. Hrara. and A. A. Dikiy.

5y first parts were a "player" and one of the rabble

in the rebellion scene in Hamlet. Never did I feel such excite—

ment as in playing these parts. As one of the rubble. I beet

with such fervor on the iron door with a property axe. that

one might have thought that the ontire play depended upon me.
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Stanislavsky watched my development as an actor and spent a

considerable amount of time acquainting me with the rudiments

of his "system.“ Soon he gave me the part of hishkn in "The

Provincial," and himself worked on the part with me. In the

year of my entry the theatre procuded Loliere's "Le Meladc

Imaginnire." I, together with my new colleagues, took part

in thin. representing one of the doctors. Our object was to

be funny, and we were given B free hand in the search of means

or amusing the public.

This task fascinated us all. We excelled in the

invention of comic turns of speech. comic intonationg,etc.

All our dressing room and many other actors arranged a "total-

isator" or oweepstako. betting 20 kopoeka on the actor who

would amuse the public most that day; It seemed that all the

methods had been used. At last I invented the atammoring

doctor. The aetoro who staked 20 kopecks on no won. At the

following performance I was the favorite in the betting.

Stammeringly I spoko my lines. The next to speak was Uikiy)

and suddenly we heard vague and unintilligible sounds. He had

gathered together nearly everything that had hitherto been

invented in the way of comic methods, and with exceptional

temperement and speed, coughing, sneezing, and stammering; spoke

his lines. Ho broke the record and amused not only the public

but all of us on the stage. However, after this unexpected

display by Dikiy we were forbidden the further dBVelopment of
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our parts in this direction. Stanislavaky feared a further

step. which could only have been anticipated with alarm.

In the same year, dtanislavsky commenced his educa—

tional experiments with the younger members of the theatre.

brom these experiments the first studio of the hoscow Art:

Theatre subsequently arose. E. B. Vakht. iv was given tho

task of working with uo on Stanislavoky'n system. Seoina me

amongst his pupils. Vakhtangov said. "I shall not work with

this actor of the rally trentre." I was grieved. but not for

long because he started working with no. The work was con—

ducted by Stanislovsky himself. L. A. Sullorjitsky, and

Vakhtangov. The exercises and studies were in tho naturo of

inprovioutiono. We also worked on enacted stories. At the

same time Bolaslavoky. in hiaawn: initiative, took on the

production of "The End of Nudojda." The work was ready in

several months. Stanislavoky looked at the work, approved it,

and suggested that we should invite our friends and relations

to show them the work. "Charge them a roublo each," he said,

"and you will pay your expenses.”

This we did. This was our first independent public

appcarance at a time when the Studio, as such, did not really

exist.

Sullerjitsky was a man in whose presence one could

not think heartlessly or devote oneself to worries about one's

own affairs. His moral and social authority was great not

only because he spoke fervently and well on the questions of
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the theatre and its associa*e( life d work, but mainly because

he did the things of which he spoke. We Egg his “nrvunt soul

and acute mind rather than 2235; it.

He knew the secret of leadprship and aovernment.

Ag knew that a man who wished to lead othera to a definite aim

should,in the first place. watch himself and be severe with

himself. He knew that the knowledgeable should be given full

liberty, when they would voluntarily follow the leader. ”his

was the course of action that he took. He knew yet another

secret which consiutod or a clear understanding of the idea

that to guide is to serve the guided, and not to demand ser~

vices from them. His authority was as great artistically as

morally. his artistic influence showed itsel“ in all the

productions of the Studio: but he undertook no independent

productions in the Studio.

-y sonior colleagues often offered me the oppor+unity

to taka part in the building-up and the guidance 0. the lire

of the Studio, but l was prevented by the unbalanced and gloomy

state of my mind. Pessimistic ideas and moods gripped no so

firmly that I could not understand the ultimate need 0? every—

thing that was being done all round me with such af’ection and

care. However. side by side with this I took part in the

life or the Studio. driven hy the Forre 0? that creative in-

atinct which I had not yet completely lost. "hose two foeiinge.

two forces. struggled within no, and I remember how Vanhtangov
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was interested in this duality. i remember With what interest

he listened to the phrases in which one or other of these

woods was reflected crudely and acutely. smiling wisely and

shaking his head, he would look at me saying nothing: and to

this day I do not know what thoughts arose in him under the

influence or my strange and often unhealthy reasoning. i

become attached to Vakhtangov. and i think that his attitude

to me was warm and friendly.

In addition to our joint theatrical work. in which

he was my teacher. we often spent hours together in conversa-

tion and joking, despite his busy life. Our jokes were always

of a special character. Usually he would invent some kind of

"trick: and we worked on it for hours, getting more and more

perfect in the dexterity and facility of its exacution. The

“tricke” usually were not complicated. For example. we had

to portray a man who, wishing to droy a match into on empty

bottle. missed the neck. He does not notice this and is amazed

on Honing the match on the table, supposing that the match

has, in some miraculous manner. passed through the bottom of

the bottle.

Tricks eimilnr to this were repeated by us dozens

of times. until we reached perfection in their execution.

However, it sometimes happened that having started with a

trick, Vakhtangov became fascinated by the image of the man

portrayed by him, and this image became an interesting and
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complex being. In such cases I usually took the part of a

spectator and loved these inspired moments of his. ilaying

such “tricks" is very useful for the development or the actor,

and it shalld be included in the programs of theatrical schools.

A trick is never successful if done in a hesvy manner. Light—

noss is a necessary condition in its erecution.

Soon after my entry into the Moscow Arts Theatre I

received an invitation to act for the cinema. I was flattered

and oxeited. Having obtained my theoretical consent. the man

who invited me became inspired and began to discuss my fee.

Me swung his arms decisively and. advancing toward me. forced

me into a corner of the room. iherc we both stopped and he

began,

"Just you think of what the screen will give you!

Glory! You will become famous! £Veryone knows you! And who

has done it? The screen! You see? Aesides, you will get

thirteen roubles! Accept and be done with it!”

But I was "done with it“ from the moment he waved

his arms and advanced on me. I agreed. dc vanished at once.

The film was being prepared for the third centenary

of the Fomanov dynasty. Tart of the filming was to be done

in one of the smaller towns of Russia. There followed two

days’railway travelling and two days’ stay in a horrible inn
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in a tiny town. It was a cold winter. On arrival at the

place we were made up and dressed in a cold, barn-like building.

The actors behaved in a very free manner, drank a great deal,

shouted and paid great attention to the leading man. He was

s gray-headed man with a swollen face and signs of genius;

for example, hawas afraid of stairs and had to be led up and

down stairs. while he emitted little cries and put his hands

to his eyes.

On the first day of the filming I was put on a high

mountain. The camera was erected at the foot. I was repre-

Senting the Tsar bichaal Fedorovich. dhen I appeared in the

gateway, I heard several despairing voices from the Vicinity

of the canorz,

"Abdicate! QUickly! There's only two meters left!

Quick! Abdicate!“

I abdicated as well as I could.

On my left i saw our leading man. He was dressed

as a prlsst and led me by the arm, uttering somewhat obscene

words. “he filming went on for a long time, and I felt colder

colder.

After the day's work we dined, drank a good deal,

the leading man told stories, and everyone except me was very

worry. I spent a bad night in the filthy hotelxand on the

next day. going to the set, I felt wretched and miserable.

Hefore the filming started, the police had to drive away * ato
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local inhabitants who, having Seen our unusual costumes, came

to us with petitione in which they stated their needs. dhen

the petitioners had been dispersed, the filming started. I

was put on a horse and was told to ride slowly to a neighboring

wood. To protect myself from the cold I took a pair of goloshcs

with :0. when I was told to sit on the horse. l hid them

under my costume fearing that they might be taken away from

me. but fortunately they were not noticed. According to orders,

I slowly rode toward the forest. when suddenly one of my

goloehoo slowly slid out and fell into the snow. I was horror-

struck. After a minute the other one followed. I expected

a'riot, shouting, and a reprimand, but to my surprise no one

noticed my mishap, and after the filming I found both my

golouhes. The filming was becoming painful, and I was ready

to run away from my benefactor and to refuse the promised

glory and the thirteen roubles.

In the evening the executives of the film company

gave a formal supper to the chief of police and other promi-

nent officials of the town. The chief of police was a very

handsome man with a curled moustache and models on his chest.

The supper commenced with speeches. From these speeches it

seemed that the chief of police was the nan on when all

cinema production, all success of the cinema in Russia, both

materially and artistically, had depended in the past, did

depend, and would depend in the future. ,oreovar. it seemed
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that Russian art in general was in the hands of the chief of

police. Che latter did not deny his influence on the cinema

company for "...everything in general..." and expressed his

readiness ”...also in the future...". In a w rd, he did not

express his thoughts nearly as definitely and clearly as the

exocutivas. In a strange and unexpected manner formality

oassed into affection. and many embraced each other with tears

in their eyes. Fhotographs were passed round, and all those

present autographed them. for no known reason. ”he chief of

police autographed a photograph of some memorial.

Suddenly some person, small of stature. with weedy.

ginger hair. stood up, and in a high—pitcted voice shouted

greetings to the chief of police, addressing him in familiar

terms and ready to embrace him. The chief of police frowned,

an awkward situation arose. but the little nun could not he

stopped. He was beside himself, and had to be led out. After

his departure voices were raised in argument; some were for

his removal. others against. She guest or hanoriooked angry.

The executives were in confusion, but at last it became Knovm

that the little men was lying in a tank or goldfish in the

hall of the hotel and that he was very drunk. This seemed to

pacify ovaryone. but nevertheless the police chief left soon

afterward.

the next day I was back in loscow. he :ilming was

not yet finished, but I flatly refused to take any further
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part in it. In hy place another actor was engaged. He was

also made to ride a horse toward the nearest wood. but he was

only filmed from behind in order not to Show his Hacc.which

in no way resenbled niie.

Such was my first appearance on the screen.

when I entered the Arts Theatre, I moved into woscow

alone, without my yaronts. Fevertheless. of course. I did

not break my association with my home. I wrote to my mother

from “oncow daily. sometimes twice a day. and she wrote to

me Just as often. 1y father was in the South. She wrote to

tell no that ho nan returning through Poecow and asked me to

meet him at the station and nee him for a while. He was

travelling with his son. flhen I entered the compartment. I

found him in a sad plight. He was developing cancer of the

throat and knew it. Even beforadoparting for the South.he.

having Just got over his usual illness, was obliged to go to

the doctor- he was alarmed by an unpleasant xensation in his

throat. After examining him, the doctor suggested an operation

without naming the disease. Ly father. however, denanded to

be told what the disease was; and since everyone obeyed my

Father. the doctor could not refuse and told him that he had

cancer or the throat. Cn his return home, he told my mother

and immediately decided to go to the douth. refusing an
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operation. He relihd on the beneficial effect

or so he said, but he knew enough about medicine to know that

he could not seriously depond on it. He knew that it was a

ratter of time and that in the end the disease was incurable.

For the first time he did not leave home alone. Clearly ho

was struggling with dospair at the knowledge of approaching

death. He again began to drink. and the bout continued

unbroken for several months. while the cancerous tumor develqmd.

At the end of my first season in the Arts Theatre

I returned homo. and We all went to our country house. Ly

father was rapidly growing weaker but did not lose conscious-

neoo. He clearly doseribod to me the picture of his approaching

death, and 1 think even predicted the day on which he would

din. We took turns at watching him at night. He began to

get into a state of delirium.

"It's aggravating," he said to me once. "I have lived

for so long, and what do I see before death? Long trains or

geese! How aggravatinaly stupid!"

do had no fear of death; and even when he was suffer—

ing. choking from his tumor, although I noticed signs of

irritation on his face. I never saw roar. he suffered terribly.

The tumor was slowly strangling him. Although I was unable

to help him, nevertheless I could not leave his side and could

not tear myself away from the contemplation of the picture of

horrifying human suffering. Eor the first time I saw death
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so near. I watchnd his breath hecoming shorter and shorter,

his mouth opening wide in search of air; 1 caught the moment

when hiu cyan ceased to see. His agony lasted several hours,

but during those hours time did not exist for him or for me.

At last his forehead turned yellow. and the yellowncos spread

rapidly over his face. He was dead.

How incorrectly do we actors portray death on the

Stage! We devote too much attention to those physiological

processes which. so it seems to us. give a true picture of

death. However, Thio is wrong and inurtiotic if only for the

reason that a naturalistic representation of human physical

sufferings before death cannot be art. he should not torture

tho public, choking or writhing before it in Agonizcd convul-

siono. By this moans we will not produce anything except pain

and disgust: and the more accurately we represent tho physical

puin of dying. the further shall we be from the picture of

death as it should be in art.

Death on the stage should be shown as a slowing-down

and disappearance of the sense of glue. the actor ropresenting

death should at that point so build up the rhythmical and

metrical picture of his part that the audience, watching him,

should feel a retardation of time and should imporceptibly

reach a goint where the rotarded tempo appears to stop altogether
 

for a second. “his cessation will convey the impression of

death. At the same tine the audience must be liberated from
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the obligation of watching crude and inartistic methods

showing the physiological processes of the dying man.

or course, such a problem demands a high acting tech—

nique. It is essential that the actor should learn not only

to control the tempo. Very often one is forced to watch

hurriedness instead of tempo on the stage; and yet the more

the actor hurries on the stage. the slowerhis acting seems.

The actor is also unfamiliar with the sense of £2533

on tho stage. Ho does not distinguish the right hand side

from the left. He does not distinguibh fully the front and

depth, straight and curved lines which he traces out when he

walks. He has not yet learned to "draw" figures and lines

with his body on the stage and in the stage space: but at the

some time actors are very fond of making from time to time,

”wide and beautiful“ gestures with their hands. At such times

the instinctive sense or space lives in them. Why. then. do

they not wish to make a beautiful and expressive gesture with

tho wholo of their bodies?

The rain fault here lies in the habit of "mining"

which the actor has. He wishes, first or all. to put his

expressiveness into facial expression and thereby destroys the

expressiveness of the body. The gesture of the body becomes

the gesture of the face and becomes petty and often pitiful.

to say nothing of the feet that the actor's race simply cannot

be seen by cvaryone in the audience; in addition, his face
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cannot give him such expresaivcnosa as is innate in the body

as a whole. The gxgg of the actor have a prior right to

maximum expression, but the cycu will only become really ex—

pressive when the actor's body. motivated hyfitho will. draws

its forms and lines in tho space of the stago. If the body

in alive. the eyes will of necessity become filled with

meaning and expression. when commenting on a performAnce.

the onlookers say, ”what eyou he or she had in that scene.“

but they do not say, "What a mouth." or “what cheeks." or

"What a chin." The body in space and rhythms in time - those

are the means of the actor's cxprcasivnnesa.

After the death of my father. mynothor and I moved

to toscow. I was 21 yearn old and won due to ho callad up

for military service. Ty mental state was at that time al-

ready very painful. I nearly lost my mental balance in the

presence of a large number of people. This developed later

into a rear of the crowd. The days on which the recruits were

being called up were unbearably painful for me. Sullerjitsky

understood my mental state. On the day when I was called up

he told no that he would come with ma to the recruiting station.

I was amazed and shaken by his attention. His presence hnd

a pacifying influence on me. and I had not the courage to

refuse his offer. However. I am sure that in any case he
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would have gone with me. and I would not have succeeded in

persuading him. His moral impulses were so strong that he

submitted to them without regard to extsrnol obstacles and

apparent "common senEc."

Early in the morning I parted from him at the doors

or a huge building in which the racrults were being inspected.

Crowdo of excited and already angered people gothered at

these doors and slowly. jostling and ewearing.cntcred into

the building itself. Thore was an infinite number of dirty

rooms. a cold stone floor. shouting soldiers directing us #0

and fro, jostling and swearing. Loch one of us longed for

something left behind at home. Hours passed in aimless fuss.

forties of us were sent into one room or another, locked in

for a long time. then let out again and locked in again,

apparently without any sense or reason.

Sadly I looked at my fellows and could not under-

stand whether the soldiers directing us had any plan or system.

whether our numbers were decreasing or not. Had the inspection

started anywhere? ?hrough the window one could see how the

pouring rain soaked tho crowd of women. old and young, who

'Were waiting for their brothers, husbandg. and sons. At last

we were ordered to undress. He threw our clothes on the floor

and stood naked for sevaral more hours. Late in the evening

I reached the medical inspection. vhc doctors were tired out.

ihoy shouted at us, snatching At us with their hands and
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prodding our backs and chests. I could hardly stand and dully

salted my sentence. Suddenly I heard "Three months.” a

pootponomentl uy dream had come true! A postponement! All

the painful and complex pictures which had painted themselves

in my imagination and had grouped themselves round my mother

faded, and I felt as if I had been granted three more months

of life. I spent another hour looking for my clothes. and it

was quite dark when I went out into the street. It was still

pouring with rain. I felt giddy with happiness. I started

running. greedily inhaling the fresh air. "wishal". I heard

suddenly a quiet and affectionate voice say. I turned around.

Sullorjitoky was by my side. soaxed through with the rain.

I was anazed. He had stayed there all day and waited for me

amongst that crowd of relatives bemoaning their only ones...

What was I, then. to him? Brother? Son? 1 was merely one

of his pupils!!!

he all really kind pacple. sullerjitsky loved to

appear at times angry. strict, and even fearsome. He started

a large book in the Studio. into which each one of us could

enter his thoughts. Once he himself wrote into this book a

series of amazing ideas about workmen, of their hard life under

modern conditions, and the conoequcntrecessity of attentive

relations with our theatrical workmen. Having read this

article, I wan inspired by its confents, but unfortunately,

could find nothing better than to place my inspiration into
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a series of caricatures with which 1 illustrated his article.

Coming into the Studio in the evanin¢, 1 heard a

voice of thunder. Sullorjitoky was looking for the perpetrator

of the illustrations and, it seemed, was ready to tear him to

pieces on the spot.

"It is an insultl“, he shouted, approaching us. "who

has dared to do this?” He apooared in the doorway. looking

for his victim.

“who did this? Speak at once: who:”

"it was I...“ I answered with terror. {here was a

pause.

"Hell, what of it,“ he said kindly and peacefully.

"Woll. you draw them! Well, what about it] uhy. nothing!"

He embraced me and was ready to pacify me, as if he

had been at fault and I had been roproachiny him. such was

the extent of his vindictivenessl

His artistic feeling and sense of truth were astound—

ing. He did wanderful things. or examplo, he would take the

beginning of a story unknown to him. study its portrayals. and

than would say how. in his opinion. the author would develop

the story and how the charactors would act in the story. His

intuitive prophecies were right. dhen h: conducted a rehearsal.

ho made actors work for a long time on the first two or three

sentences of the text. He could not rehearso the éntirc piece

without finding the beainning from which he could continue,
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evolvinz the following Ext. he sensed comic and tragic situa-

tions equally well. and Wu learned a great deal from him in

that respect. He drew and painted splendidly. Lany of the

properties in our productions were node by him. I remember

how late one night we sat with him on the floor and painted

an overcoat for the part or Caleb in Tho\uricket on the Hearth.

The coat had to be old and dirty. dullerjitshy made a thin

solution of coffee and gainted mud on the coat. Once he said

to me, "Do you know, nisha. what I would like to draw?"

"that?" asked I.

"That." said he seriously and throughtfully, “that

which one cannot see." I could not understand what he meant,

and he explained.

"fihen you look at some object. you see it clearly

and definitely. Tho neighboring objects are already less

visible. The further away you go, the less easy it is to see

tho surrounding objects. You do not really seetthen at all.

And yet whore are the boundaries where you really cease to

see? ”hat is what I would like to draw. how one does not see

surrounding objects. how they gradually disappear from his

field of vision and from his consciousness.“

I believe he once made an attempt to draw that which

one does not see.

onetimes he would spend a great deal of time with(
n

his head resting against the wall, with his eyes shut and
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humming some tune softly. tapping with his fingers and pain

on the wall, tapping out the rhythms and metrical patterns of

the tune. Keeping his eyes shut. he would slowly go to another

wall. where the same things happened, after a minute or so he

would go to another place, and so on. “hat was going on in

his mind at those times?

headless to say. this peculiarity was nosocret to

us. and Vakhtangov. when imitating his beloved Sullerjitsky,

copied this particular trait and did it very amusingly. But

once, after Sullerjitsky’s death. when we were telling each

other our reminiscences and impressions of him. Vakhtangov

suddenly got up and imitated dullerjitsky by a wall. humming

with his eyes shut. The result was unexpected. not only were

we not amused. we suddenly felt the proximity of Sullorjitsky,

and several of us felt frightened. Vakhtangqv stopped his

imitation, and we ported in silence.

Sullorjitsky used to suffer from a disease of the

kidneys, and often came to rehearsals pale. with a swollen

face. scarcely able to move his feet: but after a quarter or

an hour one would not recognize him. He bccunc inspired, his

illness was forgotten. and he ran about. showing us how to

act and laughed with us like a youth.

Gnce, on a tour of the theatre, sullerjitsky announced

to all themsmbers of the studio that after that day's perform-

ance We were all to gather in his room as he had something
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important and serious to tell us. n11 day he wore an arr of

concentration. and we were interested and even alarmed by the

forthcoming conversation. ”hat it was to be about. we could

not guess. In the evening. having finished the yorformanco,

we quickly changed and went to Sullerjitoky's hotel. There,

outside the door of his room. we found uniting those of our

colleagues who had not taken part in the performance that

night. The door to his room was shut. and we naitcd for him

to open it and let us in. However. the door did not open.

Having waited some time, we decided to knock. Where was no

reply. and we quietly opened the door. :he room was in dark-

nesa. Evidently. he had not yet returned home. Quietly we

came into the room and put on the light.

"who in there?" uuddenly came a startled cry.

Ho turned around and saw Sullorjitsky. do oat. undressed, on

his bed, wrapping hiu blanket round him. he looked sleepy.

"Who is it? Mhat do you want?” he shouted.

"fie have come. Leopold Antonovich."

"what for? What has happened?"

"You told us to...”

"When?“ he rubbed his eyes and suddenly burst out

laughing. "0y dear follows, I forgot! noneotly. I forgot!

Po home! Jome other time!"

doing out, we heard him roaring with laughter.
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:he theatre was on a tour 0f the southern towns of

Russia. Vakhtanqov and I agreed #0 share the same hotal rooms.

I cannot remember whafi detained me in uosuow, but I was due

to arrive in th_ town where we were playing a any late. nav—

ing arrived into the strange town, I approached a cabmfln with

my luggage and gave him the P

 

we of the hotel in which our

actors were staying.

"Are you the noghcw of Anton Pavlovlch xhekhov'

 

suddenly and uncxgectadly asked the cabman. leaning toward me.

'T am." I answered with as+onishnent.

uoma alonz.'please!"

I was so astounded 1hat I did not even attempt to

guess what this incident ment. ”he rabnan would not take any

money from me. At the door of the hotel I was met by a

commissionaire.

"Are you the nephew of An+on Pavlovich Chekhovz"

“I am."

”Come along. please!"

I was led into a large room. fihere I found Vakhtangov

sitting and roaring with laughter. His prank had succeeded

brilliantly. Jo and I shared rooms. Vesnite our friendly

relations, our life was not w thout rartnin cornlications.

"hess were due to me. At that time I was fascinated bv

”chopanhauer and constantly uu c

 

an absent and :loony expression.

On my face was written that I new :0fi0‘hinu which no one could
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know who had not read ichopenhauor. 'his apparently irritated

Vakhtanfov, who relt the unnaturelness of my behaviour. For

days I would lie on my bed with a volume of Sehopenhnuer's

works in my hands. Vakhtangov ho ught two mondolins and

taught me to play by music. He played duets. but my pessimism

did not diminish, and I was a dull and heavy companion for

him: and the heaviness of our relations was intensified when

I bought a big black dachshund from a street raganufrin. pay-

in: him a rouble for it. “he dog was ill, and I concentrated

all my attentions on it. It irritated Vakhtangov, as it used

to whine both at home and in the theatre. where I used to

take it with me.

As a result of our strained relations, a Special

kind of game arose between us. apparently spontaneously. We

called it the game a? ”trained ape." Each morning we wade

coFfee in turn. “he one whose turn it was. was the trained

ape. He got out of had first and, while remaining on all

fours, had to do everything associated with the making of

coffee. The other, who was not the ape that morning. had the

rirht to heat the ape for everything that he considered

deserving of punishment. The apa had to bear the hearings

 

without complaint and await the following nornin

other became the apa and tie indirnities could he avenged.

 

It is eas" to guess fhat each day our artistic

became more End more inflamed. Hailed-up 1245.
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chairs. etc., were put to 15¢. but We here everything without

complaint. bone of our colleagues Knew of this game. we had

our own athical code, which compelled us not only to stand

the beatings but to preserve silence. Uur accumulated passions

Finally culminated in a minor catastrophe. I do not remember

which one of us was the trained ape on that occasion. but the

“ape" mutinied, and a fierce fight began. One of his blows

struck my face and knocked out a tooth. I literally tore open

my tongue on the remaining fraEnent of the tooth. but the fight

did not cease, and uftor a few seconds I succeeded in gripping

his head under my arm and squeezed it hard. taking advantage

of his helpless position. I decided to rest a moment. Suddenly

ny glance fell on the face of my victim: he was choking and

black in the face, I let him to. She battle ceased, and with

it our “enmity."

for a long time 1 could not eat, my mouth swelled

up. and he tended me with care. Later. when I Psked him why

hedid not tell me that he was choking when I squ:ezed his head,

he told me that at first he did not want to bzg for mercy as

up till then neither of us had done so. and later he could not

uay anything as I was pressing too hard on his neck. hut,

however strange it may seem. hoWever incredible it may he. our

fights, despite all their crudeness, were not really so crude!

Apart from their sporting nature, they contained a great deal

{If fun and youthful bravado, which it is no?! pleasant to
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remember. Ihese more than intimate relations of ours did not

prevent me from regarding Yakhtangov as an older friend and

Teacher in the art of the theatre.

Me was an expert on the "system” or r. u. JtAniolsvsky.

when he was working, the system came to life, and we began to

 understand its driving Force. vanhtangov's teaching genius

worked miracles in this direction. ”caching us, he himself

developed with amazing rapidity.

“Ho you know," he said to me not long before his

death. “I can attain any theatrical situation, any stage idea,

as easily as taking a book from a shelf."

And he really did create his theatrical ideas literally

before our eyes. Aphorisns built themselves up in his speech

when he discussed the theatre with us or with his studio pupils.

dis talent as a producer is known to all by his

productions. But that was only one side: the other was the

way in which this producing genius manifested itself in his

work with the actors during the production of a play.

“he problem of the relationship between producer and

actor is a complicated and difficult one. Dozens of lectures

could be siven on the subject, but they will lead to nothing

if the producer has not the peculiar "feeling" of the artor.

Vakhtangov possessed this feeling to perfection. do himself

spoke of it do a feeling which a nun has when taken by the hand

and led patiently and carefully to a desired goal. no, as it
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were. stood invisihly by The side 0? the avtor and led him

hy the hand. the actor nevar ‘01: a sense 0” compulsion from

Vakhigngov, but could not deviate From his productian ideas.

In fulfilling the demands and ideas of Vakhtangov. fhe actor

felt them as his own. 'his wonderful quality or his solved

the question as to when belonrei the leading voice in the

treatment of a part; whether to the actor or the producer.

orcover, one must be glad that fihis question is not yet

"theoretically" solved; otherwise, desnotic producers and

stubborn actors would abuse either solution of it.

Vakhtangov solvnd the question in a {tactical manner.

and this solution consisted of the rumaneness of Vakhtungov

himself, in his ability to penetrate into another‘s mind And

+0 speak his langua; . A man can be convinced in the language

 

of his own mind if one sgoaha to him in his language. Vakhtan-

gov could do this. Hg was never sentimental with actors. and

actors never inferrered with his ideas by their whine and

ohsxinncics. In order to become a producar of the type or

Vakhtangov. one must learn hunaneness and an attentive attitude

fin neonle in ;encral. fern moral and artistic questions meet

again.

Vakhtungov had yet Another quality indispensable to

the producer; he was able to Show the actor what constituted

the baaic picture of his part. We did not show the inaue as

   3 the nvtor'e part tor him. but he
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showed and acted a scheme, an outline. a sketch of the part.

thn producing firic HIV, he showed to no in this wny a sketch

 

of the part of Eric, (War a whole act of the play, without

spending more than two minutes on it. After this the whole

act become clear To we in detail. although he did not touch

detail. no iave me a basic, free framework in which I could

then place details and portions of the part. He had an ax-

coptional ability for "showing."

Two completely incomparable psychological states are

felt by the man who ghggg and the man who gogg. ihe man who

ghggg has a certain confidonce, a lightness. and has not the

responsibility which lies upon the man who gogg. Because of

this. t is always easier to show than to do oneself and

showing is almost always successful.

Vakhfiangov commanded the psychology of showing to

perfection. Once, playing billiards with me. he demonstrated

his wonderful ability. Jn both played rather indifferently

and rather rarely potted the balls. But then he said. "how

I am going to 5;h_m‘5 you how to play bills-“Ids." and. changing

his psychological outlook. he easily and skillfully potted

three or four balls in succession. After that he stopped the

experiment and prodeeded with the game as before. only

occasionally potting the ball.

Thanks to this wonderful quality of ‘Iakhtangov. there

was very little talking 1t his rehearsals. All the work
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consisted of showing. of demonstration of image . He

Understood very wéll that if an actor talks a great deal about

his sort, then it means that the actor is lazy and is delaying

the moment of the real rehearsal.

Actors and producers should work out a Special work-

ing languaWe. Whey havn not the riflht to discuss with each

other while working. They must learn to incorporate their

thoughts and feelings in images and to exchange those images,

replacing by them the long, dull, and uselessly clever conver-

sations about the play, the part, and so on. I firmly believe

that the time will come when actors will understand that their

tortures and sufferings, connected with their profession. are

caused in the majority of cases by thoir inartiatic methods

in working on artistic productions.

Finally. Vakhtangov had one other wonderful quality;

sitting in the auditorium At rehearsals, he could always feel

the hall to be filled with an audience: and everything which

happened before him on the stage was refrgcted to him through

the impression of the imaginary audience filling the hall.

is produced nlays for the audience, And For that reason his

production: were always so convincing and easy to understand.

He did not suffer from that disease of producers which is so

widespreod in our day and which induces the producer to put

on a play exclusively for himself.

Producers suffering from this romjlaint have not the

sense of on audience and must always approach thgir art purely
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infiellnntunlly. Shay suffer from a Spe?ifi1 form 0: mental

egotism.

I a? very happy that fate rmittod me to work for

 

a considerable time with Vakhtanaov. emories or him, a

Easter 0? ntagecrurt. now give me much knowledge which tells

of the truth of the theatre.

from my first meeting with my yupils I felt a sense

of tenderness toward them. uy forthcoming teaching activities

received a correct direction right from the start. 1 was

seized with that amazing nrnsontmant of the ghglg which I had

latterly lost almost entirely. In this whole was contained

the whole idea of the future school, and in the course of the

following f‘our years this whole devalopad integral partsFrom

within itself and formed what the pupils called "the Chekhov

studio." “here were errora in the life of the Chekhov ntudio,

grave errors. but I am now glad of those errors - they tau:

 

no and my pupils much. 1 never prepared lessons: on arriving

at the School, I was mach time seized anew by the idea of the

whole and immediately would read in the whole what integral

pa '
1

ts were to be shown that day.

I shall never permit myself to say that 1 taufiht by

the "system" of   . anislavsk}. would be too hold anI

asoertion. I taught what I had myself absorbed from my
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association with stanxelnvsky. what had been handed on to me

by Kullerjitsky and hakhtungcv. as I accepted and felt that

which I had from my teacherz. :0 I handed it on fio my pupils.

LwCrything was modified by my bwn individual acceptance and

everything was tinged by my own personal reaction to the

accepted material. nith all sincerity I must confess that l

was never one of Etnnislavsky's best pupils, but with the same

 

alncerity I must say that much 01 what was given to us by him

has been permanently aksorbed hy me ana has been placed into

the foundation of my further, more or loss independent, experi—

wentz in the art of the iheatre.

Besides workiv' with me, my pupils worked indepen—
 

dently with Ltanislavaky and Vakhtangov. Takhtangov. it is

true. only read two lectures to them. but he touchud upon a

whole series of most v 121 questions - on tragedy and vaudevilla

on tha "solution” of sta;o problems. etc. the work of m

pupils with utanislnvgky lasted a whole year; several studios

(Vaxhtangov. Arnyanskaya. Pabxma. and the Chekhov). having

combined, worked with ;tanislavsky on the "system. success-

ivély studying "the work of the actor on himscli. and the

“work of the actor on thg part." Sor practical work on the

part, itanielavsky chose uhakespeare's »ar( t of Venice.

intending to execute this production by the combined 5 recs

of.tha unite“ studlos. he nor; an tne play was actually

begun, hut later ceased, owing to the departure o: Jfianislavsky

with the {oscow Arts Theatre on a foreign tour.
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.zido hy side with the internal discipline which

reigned in our otudio. we lived in an atmosphere of freedom:

but where the realm of liberty ended and the reign of disci—

pline began. it is hard to say. He had no "ofiicials." the

respect toward mysel? which I found in the pupils was not the

respect of subordinates. {o a certain extent we were all

Friends. We had no recognized measures of punishment for

offenses, bu+ a person was elected to whom the pupils were

responsible for their transgressions. [hey were responsible

to this person as to a father, and his position was called

"father of the Studio." oigns of the great uplift which to

underwent remained with him for a long time, if not forever.

Tenbera taking upon themselves the care of the life

and affairs of the Studio were changed frequently, and there

arose a selection of the more capable for the various phases

of administrative activities. He did not have a oosition of

administrator. inspector. housekeeper, treasurer, etc. All

these problems were solved in other ways. fhe group of people

who were at the time taking care of the life of the dtudio

Would call one of the members and say to him that such were

the problems facing the studio, and such were the affairs

which needed attention. such questione were vital; he was to

create a position which wouH serve those needs of the studio.

And so thermmber who received this task would create his new

position. or course. the newly—created position Very strongly
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  resembled the duties of "ins :ctor." ”actor's manager." “stage

 

manager," or "financial manaaer," but this resemblance was

only superficial.

for example, the creator of the position resembling

that 01‘ financial manager was inspired by his creation. and

his position became an inspired. live and interesting task.

beatings on household questions were as interesting as lessons

and rehearsals. fie were never perturbed by the fact that

there is a series of accepted and recognized rules associated

with the conduct of various institutions. we began everything

from the beginning. and this saved us from the dullness and

apathy of professional "household managers.“

Rho creative life of the Studio was also supported

by the fact that the pupils never made use of hired labor.

averything was done by the students themselves. right down to

washing floors. They did this willingly. and often there were

more hands available than circumstances demanded.

All the first period of the life of the Studio was

spent in the performance or various "studies." Zhe vast quan-

tity of these studies formed a whole “book of exercises." [he

students intended to present this book to Jtanislavsky himself.

as his teaching at the time was based on studies. Often. a

study would grow into a complicated and long stage performance.

He would play it for several daya on and. and for that purpose

would use the whole of the flat in which i lived, and often
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even went out into the yard and the street. J& loved apace

and did not restrict ourselves in it.

I could than not give myself any clear account of

what was going on in the minds of the students during our

classes. How I understand this. It is clear to me that the

pupils were exparicncing that sense of the m which i have

Already mentioned more than once. it was provoked by the

whole structure of our dtudio life. it penetrated all our

studies and exercises. it united us into a friendly community.

briefly, that feeling was what the pupils learned. without

suspecting it. during the first period of their work in the

Studio.

Little by little, we approached the second phase of

our life, tho creation of public performances. Our evenings

 

were, almost entirely improvised. hey had a humorous charac—

ter and were executed in an easy manner. I often took part

in them. replacing one or other of the pupils. The evenings

Hera a celebration and a joy. iothing deterred us in the

arranging of then, neither the absence of adequate accommoda—

tionror the primitive nature of the technical accessories.

:2 could all uccommodate ourselves in a tiny roon which repre-

sented at the demo time our only dressing room and our property

r0021.

 

were saved by the tremendous state of organization

which we worked out specially for our evenings. while some of
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us were making up for the next scene. others dressed them in

suitable clothes, others removed previously used scenery off

the stage, others brought new scenery on, and each one movad

along his exact path without noise and (use. is literally

performed miracles in this way. ricturus were changed with

lifiihh‘ling rapidity and with the sane monstrous Speed the

performers themselves altered. I cannot forgot the feeling

of happiness which I experienced at such times.

I am tortured by a theatre in which so many people

fulfill so many different functions with indifferent. dull

faces. with a complete lack of interest in their own work and

in the work of their neighbors.

The theatre will never stand on the right road if

it does not wish to renounce unnecessary complexity and the

destructive indifference of hired laborers. The theatre is

only possible as an organism which is united and Alive in all

its parts. such a theatre. in time, can and must arise. it

will be created by people who will understand that it is pos—

sible to create always and everywhere, and that a live, creatiVe

organism cannot be chained up inside dead forms of reasoned

technique. 1t will be created by people who will be able to

.acrve and not just do a job. who will work and not just earn.

:‘c: efwtheitheaitrnand.n°t dead”

 

‘who will love Lin! the

organization within the theatre.

our studio was free from all such faults. its
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momborsdid not watch the cloak uni were not a raid ho pxgend

their energies. ,hey knew vrom experiunre tnar Energy spent

by them in a common cause would return to than with interest

from this same cause. whey kngw that the only e Sort irrevo-

cably lost is the effort which is expended toward person i
n

1

ends within a common cause. nearly all my pupils had ofher

employment and came to the .tudio tired and nerve-racked, but
‘

fhP btudio atmosphere revived them ana raised their :itness

to work.

Even in 1919 and 1920. when the country was suffer-

ing from ¥amlne, the working rapacity o! the pupils did not

fall. Ihey gathered strength from +he inspired atmosphere or
I

the studio. After a heavy workinu day they would 01?, without

butter or salt, boiled grain brought by someone or other; if

they could obtain a little flour, the meal was augmented by

a few pancakeu resembling places of charred wood. .he sawing

of Firuwood was also one of the duties of the pupils.

A Single impulse united than all, none complained

 

or the difficulties and hardships of life,

 

loomy moods did

not exist, there was a life common to all. nrtistir subjects

were created ln'a united impulse by all the staff or the

otudlo. Nor example. the question of the cultivation of a

sense of truth would arise, and all the members of the Jtudlo

would be absorbed in it. she subject or the acTor's imagina-

tlon would appear. and the life of the dtudio would us on

under the flag of lmarination.
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In this way our "evenings" were created, and in this

way we went on to our work on the fairy tale. which was to be

our first work. built strictly on these creative principles

which had occupied us all that time. I am convinced that the

fairy tale, a: a form of artistic work, contains deep and

powerful possibilities for the development of the gifts of

young actors beginning their careers. It stimulates creative

imagination, it raises the consciousness of the artist above

nuturalism, it miraculously interweavee‘tragedy and humor. it

develops a sense of artistic style. it demands clear and

exact form and does not admit of internal artistic falsehood

which so easily penetrates on to the stage.

At about thin time the teaching staff of the Studio

was augmented from tho pupile. V.A. Gromov and V.H. Taturinov

was an instructor in the let Central Studio and a member or

the College of Too Prolotcult. while Gromov was in charge

of the nursky Studio. They brought their Studio experience

into the Proletcult, while their Proletcult experience they

brought to the "Chekhov Studio."

When. through the annual examinations the

Studio staff increased, the members created a Special

duty, that of “nurse." on the responsibility of the

"nlzre a" lay the artistic education of a certain number

of young students. Students could go to their nurses (who
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included men in their number) with any questions which dis—

turbed them. En difficult cases the ”nurse? conferred with

each other and solved problems together.

" anu‘cbndihiuhs 35‘siudiu live made unvconaldcfi ih9““

acquisition of premises which would permit us to develon the

work of the studio wider and to satisfy the prospective pupils

eager to join the staff. In the autumn we generally examined

about two hundredcundidates, and we suffered considerably

from the absence of suitable premises.

we ware due to receive the title of state Academic

Studio from the flarkomproe. ihe Warkompros fixed a day for

the inspection of the studio. A fortnight remained to that

day. on which we had to show a whole theatrical performance

which would recommend us as a complete theatrical unit. All

our previous repertoire seemed to us inadequate from that

point of View. It was decided to take Holstoy's fairy tale.

"the First nine-maker" and n. A. Popov's "bhemiaka's Judgment.“

I announced to the pupils that if they would give

no a fortnight's daily work and four nights for rehearsals.

the performance would be ready in time. The pupils agreed;

we presented the performance, in which all the scenery (seven

scenes) dresses (about forty), all the properties. everything

was made and painted by the pupils themselves,in those two

weeks of intense and inspired labor.

In addition to that. we rehearsed with the utmost
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orecision the shifting of the scenes and reached a stage when

the most Pumpliclted shifting occupied us 30 seconds. ,embers

05 the Karkonproa, headed by Lunacharsky. were invited.:o the

performance. which took place in the ”KuhimA“ premises. The

performance was successful. The Harkompros rrcognized our

right for existence and gave us a title, and with it the rights

which we had locked so much.

dhen I now look back on the whole history of the

"Chekhov studio,” I sue on the one Hand those inspired impulses

and those important beginnings in the realm of creative acting.

which I am only now realizing to the full. But! on the other

hand, big and small defects rise before me just as clearly,

both in the artistic and in the orghnizing sphere. Those

lessons, this past experience. bound up with all that the

following years of my stage work have given no. fill me with

the confidence that I could now organize the studio more

profectly and actively. All the organism of the theatre as

a whole. beginning with the most primitive technical questions

and finishing with the most complex artistic ones. ovarything

from tho simplest thing To the moat complicated tasks of the

producer - all this could become a subject for study and

creationin the new studio.

{he otuoio liie absorbed and excited me. but pessi-

nistic ideas and gloomy moods were still with me. once I
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happened to (one across one of the hooks, Very popular it

that time, Tron the literaturn on the dindoo icgi. ; read

it attantively, but without any particular in+ere:fi. However.

on reading it I did not have the fueling of internél protest

which I had previously on reading books of a similar character.

wy spirit was sowclry with the inescapable heaviness of my

attitude to the world that it sought no escape any more and

did not hope for a new attitude to life. I now no longer had

to defend my gloomy attitude. lt had finally grown and defined

itself. I did not fear serious contradictions, and the L    

nhilosoghy was accepted hy me quite objectively. without any

hope Tor a new attitude, but also without the slightest lnurnal

resistance.

1y imparfiality played a definite part. I began to

consider calmly and coldly what lay at the foundations of the

Hindoo philosophy. and I succeeded in understanding that

Egaation of life is the basic note of the Yogi. Croatiqg_g;

liflgl fihat was the new note which was slowly penetrating into

my soul. I began to look carefully on my past and to study

the present. dos there not creation of life in the process

of the foundation and the guidance of fhe Chekhov otudio? was

the Irflcow Arts Theatre Studio not nreatod by .tanislavsky.

Zullerjitsky, and by ourselves? why. then, had 1 accepted as

creation only that which tout placa upon the stage?

lhc realm of creation becane wider for me. but I was
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still very far from accepting life and looking at it through

new eyes. [he questions of the meaning of life and of the

goal of creating were as insoluble for me as before. the

senoelossness of human suffering and the accidental nature of

life worn still a deciding factor for me. ihe widened scope

of "creating" penetrated slowly into the depths of my con-

sciouoneso and dwelt side by side with the structure of thought

which had been built up within me by my previous life.

Finally yet another idea, another fooling. began to

possess me. It was the feeling of the possibility of creation

Within oneselfl creation within the limits of one's own

personality. I dimlyv guessed at a difference between a man

creating outside of hinoolf and a man creating within himself.

I could not then sea the difference with the clarity with

which it stands before me now. by experience I know only of

one typo of creation - outside oneself. I thought that crea-

tion was not subject to the will at man and.ite direction

depends entirely upon the so—calicd “natural predisposition."

but together with the idea of creation within onoself, a volun-

tary impulse arose within me. a kind of impulse of the will

toward the mastering of the creative energy in order to bring

it within, into oneself. However. these feelings were weak.

temporary. and hardly yielded to rationalization.

In reality, my Will was dormant. and I was inwardly

weak, as any man is who is passing through a phase of woarying
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pessimism. Nevertheless at times an unaccountable Joy would

spasmodically spring up in the depths of my soul. This joy

corresponded to those joyful moments which 1 had known formerly

as an actor and as a member of the life of the "Chekhov studio."

Yet, tho more often I had these new feelings of joy, the more

maliciouoiy did pessimism revenge itself. It made its subor—

dinate idcao more acute and placed more and more clearly before

my consciousness its unbearable questions of dim and goal. and

frightened me with the insolubility of the problem of life

without finding the law of justice, which alone can strugglo

with tho cruelty and Bensolessncsn of chance. but I could

find junticu nowhere. and my flashes of joy extinguished them-

selves helpleusly. unable to Justify themselves before the

force of rational thought.

I found yet another new fact within myself. that

mental uplift. that ability to forget which I had axporionced

in a state of intoxication and for the sake of which i used

to drink. ceased to be what I had known them to be. something

interfered with the state of my intoxication. what it was I.

of crurso. did not know, neither did I wish to xnow. I found

dreariness in my intoxicated soul and was internally disgusted.

I felt a sense of disappointment. iormarly, wine had made me

witty, merry. facile. discerning. bold. and so forth; but now

it had become tinged with drearineus and spoiled the merriment.

spoiled the wit and discernment, which had formerly given me
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satisfaction and joy.

How hurt 1 would have been had someone been able to

tell me then what was happening to me in vealityl I was

losing the joy of pessimism! I was living out of it. I would

have been :rievously hurt had I Jeen told that pessimism is

a type of joy and that is why the tortures of pessimism are

so lengthy; that behind them hides a deep joy and that these

joys are loved and cherished. it was fortunate €or me that

no one told me this; it would have been too disappointing and

Joylessly painful to realize that the idea of the senaelessness

of life. with which one has lived and which one has loved with

heart and soul. with all ono's being. that this idea is that

meaning of life with which we lives during the period of

pessimism. The pessimist must not have the meaning of his

sensolessnees taken from him. That is cruel, crude, and use—

less. He must be shown another neaninr and must be offered

the rifiht himself to refuse the former meaning and voluntarill

to accent the new.

by soul was growing out of its pessimism and was

getting ready for the acceptance of the new meaning. Lhe

deep suffering-:3 of pessimism are a way to growing out of it.

while the secret joy of pessimism is the yrotection of the

suffering soul from catastrophe. from suicide. A Very small

percentage of pessimists commit suicide. It is said that when

Schopenhauer. at an old age, at last received recognition of
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his pessimistic philosophy. he was alad that man could live

to a hundred!

when the painful period of pessimism comes to a

happy and, and one recovers from it and returns to life, the

first thing which he begins to understand is the meaning of

sufferings. find so 1. as I grew out of my sufzerings, began

to understand their meaninn. .he theoretiCAI idea at the

sensolessnoss oi suffering without. slowly changed into a

sense of the meaning of suffering within. I was one being

when I had plunged into sufferings and emerged another. All

the ideas which had tortured me for several years were for-

gotten or replaced by others. They were all without reality.

without weight, without truth. Yhey were a "super-structure"

over the suffering of the soul. and only the suffering itself

was real, and it only bore fruit.

It is clear to me now that my past sufferings have

given mo strength and right for the enjoyment of many joys,

for much knowledge in the realm of art and life. cut it is

only now that I see it so clearly that i can speak of myself

objectively. Only now. then. during the long and painful

process of resurrection from yesoinisn everything seemed

otherwise. Sor example, at that time 1 gradually defined the

distinction between igggg andggggg. I slowly realized that

the gloomy hut still coherent thoughts were going on in my

mind as u :oearata. more or less, independent life; and side
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by side with it went on a lifu expressing itself in gloomy

moods. outbursts of fear. and so on - a life of disordered

nerves. it is true that gloomy ideas disordered my nerves

and the-

 

ordered nerves created gloomy ideas; but neverthe-

lens; they want on separately, and 1 distinguished the life

of thought from the life of “nerves.“

It became clear to me that nerves could and should

be cured by the means which science possesses for tho purpose,

but thoughts must be dealt with otherwise. I understood that

it is possible to have healthy, strong nerves and at the same

time to have crroneoun thoughts.

sy mental entity began to disintegrate in this way,

and I attained n certain measure or approach to myself. I was

advised to do to V. E. napterev and to try a course of hypnotic

treatment. l agreed and placed my nerves inxthe hands of

rapterev. In five treatments significant results were reached.

1 was able to go out into the streefi almost without fear. A

new sense of lifihtnesa cume to no. 1 could compare it with

the feeling of having had a load removed from my shoulders,

which I had carried for u long time and to which 1 had become

accustomed. .y nerves began to be pacified. haw thoughts,

slowly dawning on me. flashed joyfully more and more often in

ny mind. .y will gradually woke. .y healthy mental entity,

which had :tfuggled so stubbornly all those years with external

influences, begun, visibly to me. to conquer all the heaviness
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and gloom which had settled as a fhick layer on the surface

of my soul.

v instinctive dissatisfaction with thn theatre

became clearly outlined and arranged itsul? into concrete

thoughts. I began to explain to myself fihe :ood qualities.

the hidden possibilities and the paths of the theatre. _y

wakinn will demanded definite action from re, directed to the

improvement of the theatre. It is true fhat I still suffered

from theatrical lies and from the complacent indifference of

the theatrical world. but this suffering was counterbalanced

by the hone of the posalbillty of the renewal and renaissance

of the theatre. Again I was snizcd by the sense of tho whole

anfi in this whole lived the future theatre. And. as had

always happened, the flhglg seed began to grow. put out a root

and stem and to open its leaves.

I worked on the question of the theatre in the widest

Sense of the word and collected and selected the incoming

material until the whole had blossomed out into a beautiful

and gorgeous flower. But, I reheat. the process of my return

to life want an slowly. my knowledge of theatrical truths

demanded much labor, and healthily joyful moods can: to me

gradually until tha answer to the question on fine meaning and

goal of life had natured and defined itself.

 

'nny of my habitual moods warn beconln' Foreifin to

me. 1‘or 9xnrplc, 7 observed fhat I no lunLor lmd the necessity
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to Try and despise people. as was the case previously. Formerly

1 used to confuse a man with his actions.and together with the

actions I desoised the man. rhen, however. I began to dissoci-

ate a man from his actions and even from the temporary traits

of his character, and spent my ire on then. leaving the man

himself alone. it became easier for me to be with people.

:me evening 1 was called to the telephone by the

Etudio of the .oscow Arts theatre. I cannot remember who it

was that spoke, but I was asked whether I would like to appear

in ”he Flood on a certain date. The question was unexpected;

without having time to think it over, I answered. almost

accidentally. "Yes." By this "yes“ I killed instantaneously

a whole serioo of ideas and intentions which were associated

with the idea of leaving tho theatre. I again began to act;

but that "yes" did irreparable harm to tho Chekhov Studio.

I was able to devote less and less tino to my pupils. and

this gradually caused the and of the "Chekhov Studio."

A little while before Jullerjitsky's death, we ohserwd

a certain restlessness and undue excitement about him: these

were quickly followed by a decline of strength: fie became

apathetic and indifferent to many things. it seemed that ho

plunged into thoughts and feelings which he did not wish to

disclose. In such a state he once came to me very late in the
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evening. coming out to him, I saw a stranio figure before me.

Bin shoulder: drooped, his sleeves Covered his hands. and his

hat was over his eyes. he looked at me silonfily, smiling.

All his f re exgrensed unusualfdndness. I was surprised

 

and pleased hy his coming. I asked him to take his things

off. but he did not move. I took of? bin coat. hat, and

gloves for him and led him in. I taken him whether he would

like to have something to eat.

etables} would you like some,

 

"I have some vc

Leopold Antonbvich?" (Sullcrjitsky did not 031: meat.)

He hardly understood my question and auddenly, inco-

herently but joyfully. started telling me something that I

could not understand. i could only see the .leosuro which

was nxciting him. Then he became silent. having sat with

no for an hour or so, he went. still smiling happily and

nystoriously. That is my last impression of Jullerjitsky

alive. Soon I saw him again. but this time in his coffin,

with a serious.znd kind Into. He died on the 30th of December,

1916, in great agony.

I was preparing two large parts simultaneously]

 

Eric XIV with Yakhta Jov, and illstahov with gtanlsluvsiy.
 

.y working day was divided into two parts — in the mornings

I rch:areed The Znsoector doneral in the Arts vheatre, and



 
.
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in the daytime 1 went ovar Lu finu J:udio and worked on Eric
 

AY1. "akhtangov asked me each flay About the progress of the

rehearsals in the Arts .heatro. and I had to tell and eva

Show him how the work on dlcstoxov was progressing. do often

laughed and seemed satisfied.

7he day of the closed dross rehta:snl 01 oric came.
 

Vakhtangov and several of his colleagues sat in the holl. Lhe

curtain rose and the first act began. Vakhtangov did not 3ay

anything n no. The second and third acts also passed without

L
I

rt
-eomment. This was 3 rare occasion. I did a clearly realize

 

what was the stage. It was the first dress rehear—

aal. Such rehearsals are usually termed "hellish." 'huy are

distinguiahed by the fact that in them actors lose all self—

possession, waste a great deal of unnecessary energy. are

excited and nervy. and act badly.

At the end of the rehearsal I asked for Vaxhtangov'o

opinion. but strangely enough could not find out what it was.

It was only aftor the next rehearsal that 1 was told that after

the previous one Vakhtangov sat plunged in grief in the hall.

He was grieved by my acting. It was so bad that he hogan to

think of not putting the play on. It was decided to give me

another rehearsal. This I carried off more successjully, and

the meaning of the mysterious silence and the deep scheme of

 

Vakhtangov was then told to me. an the parts for the play

Were being apportioned in the Arts Council. iakhtanmov closed
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and said loudly so that i could hear.
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vary muchuunteo to play that part.

him. but illness did not permit him

to fulfill his wish. He loved acting, but acted Very little.

 

.xys rehearsed more interestingly than he acted. I

rczemher a rehearsal of The cricket on the Hearth when he

rehearsed one of the parts with an inspiration which 1 never

'“w later in a whole series 0; performansfei Has he,

say“. Sealing himself a producer showing how to play the

part?

once Vakhtangov came into the Arts Yhontre during

one of the performances of Lho lnsgactor General. He wanted

to sue the second act from behind tho scenes. :y acting pro-

duced a particularly favorable impression on him on that

occasion. do entered the hall and sat through the whole

performance to the and. He was very pleased with me, and I

told him the cause of my success that day. It was as follows:

I had always had a fondness for medicine. I loved and love

doctors, and especially surgeons. One well-known ,oscow

surgeon with uhom 1 had the pleasure to be acquainted. listened

to my pleas and admitted me to one of his operations. i was

dressed in a white coat and led into the operating theatre in

the guizc of a student. I was unusually excited and eagerly

watched all the preparationa For the operation.
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"he atmosphere 1n the operating room filled no with

‘rnphEation. 'ho pa.tinnt was brought in, laid an

 

and chloroformcd. (y nyoq aid not Leave the unstor. A: last

ha took u sénlpol and with a bald, handsnna stoke opened the

 

putinnt's abdomen. .; hn;pened in no at thu t "mulznt.

An unusual crcntivc Smpulse wnu born In so. 1 understood art

from yet anoho: a.penrt! Aha surzeun'uekill. as it we!

 

.

flawed into we. and I trunblnd undo: the influx of creative

forces. 'ha :.bdom£nn1 cavity 5: .ha patient was opened. and

I saw the utizU1 bluish intcatincs. I had never imagined

that thoy ware so beautiful: Livinfi, b1uirh,oantic intestines!

 

 

Ac if under n spell. I watched the surgeon's :uva—

manta. We worked boldly and confidently in the oycn aldomlnal

cavity of the patient. Suddenly I noficnd that the surficdn's

facial axprcssian an: whinging. 1 aas flushed. no gaid a few

sharp uor:22 to the flcn currcunuinfl his. ‘Lhey bca'n :0 wave

silently, and a look of :ncuuliar ron"entrntion up,.cared on

their tacos. It was claar tnat fihe operation was bee ming

 

ore complicated and Mnmttone. I m15hurn- g with affection

or tnc great arfiict 1n the white‘
5

F the Sleeping patient and

con: who staofi horore we. I saw how he, Lit“ great :anccntra-

tlcn felt the beating of the “1:9 in 50:9 internal organ of'
0

av
-Qha pnti:nt. nd fihcn rapidly nus t r 2 .en: needlu a willimezc:'
1

 

om ‘ha pulse

 

} atncd with 33tnd Urouf..
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and again the needle is plunged by the side of t.c heating

veasel. By a dcxtrous movement, the ends of the thread urn

tied and the organ is ready for amputation. Aster a minute

the still warm and, to me. unknown human organ was handed to

no and someone was whispering 1mknown words in my ear, cz-

plaining the object which I was holding in my hand. The

patient'a abdominal cavity was drained of blord, and the wall
stitched up rapidly.

I was intoxicated. inspired, enchanted! What art!
Wherein lies the force of this art? In it not in the fact

that the surgeon creates. having before him the quivering life
of a human being? In it not in the {act that in his

creation the question of life and death of the patient is

often decided? Where did he learn such terrific concentration?
Did he exercise his attention for years. as we actors do? And
whence the dexterity of his hands. the precision, boldness,
and beauty of movement? Did he learn the plastics of the

actor? Whence has he then this brilliant ability to rule his
soul in creative moments? «hence! .rom a snnsc or gifg, which
is in his hands, in his powar. Lhe life of another - that is
the source of his creative force. this ligg has tAught him

plasticity, attention, force. agility, lightness. boldness!

Shy is it. then. that we actors. creators. train in

agility, lightness, and plasticity for years and do not attain

even half that power which shines in the creative work of one
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Lc€ore whom life trrobs? Zecause for us. For flctors. every-

thing is dead in our art. everything surrounds us in cold

heapfil scenery. costumes, make-up. wings, :ootlights. the

auditorium with its boxes — everything! Fho is it that has

killed all this around us? no, we ourselves! He 33;; not

understand that it depends upon ourselves whether the theatri-

cal world around us lives or dies.

He shall only attain to real creation and raise the

theatre with us when. like surgeons. we shall be responsible

for *he gig; of our performance. for the lgjg of our theatre.

The operation which I hAd witnessed inspired me tre-

mendously. and I retained my inspiration and uplift throughout

the performance. Vakhtangov had sensed my unusual mood that

night and remained to sea the whole performance.

Eurlng the production of ggig, Vakhtangov began to

feel 111. He even had to leave the production entirely for

a while. and for a whole month his place was taken by h. a.

Sushkevich. Afterwards, he returned, but his illness still

tortured him and he suffered from stomach pains and often took

morphie. Once. I was returning with him from the third studio.

He was going home without having finished the rehearsal. He

walked slowly. doubled up with pain. However, he never uaed

to complain about his physical agonies; and on that occasion

I believe he tried to persuade no to go home and not to 30

with hi1. But he looked ill, his walk was uncertain, and I saw

him right to his home.
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.qar jiaha, how I do want to livn!” he would say4

to me during the last days of his life. "Loox. here are

StOHESy plants, I feel them in a new. specxal way. I want to

gst theml'$ a H w o h a :
r

m E
!

.
a
H
.

< a u E
l

0 P

Howeven,hc apparently had no thoughts or death. h

 

simply wanted to live. Each day he became more and more

changed. His face turned yellow, and a characteristic leanness

appeared on his no(h near the cars and sharpened the angle of

his shoulders. He would Approach a mirror, look at himself,

and...not see the signs of imminent death.

"Look." he would say, "see how Strong I lean. Arms!

~ u
Lusclesl And what strong legs! lo you see?...

I suf§ered mental agonics at such times.

"Give me your hand." and he would take my hand and

 

rake me 01 a large. cancerous tumor in the neighborhood of

his stomach. ”can you feel a bump? That is a scar after the

operation. That happens sometimes. Jocsn't it? Zocsn't it”..."

I agreed with him. _ _

The studio was producing The vloo Vflfih angov had

the part of Fraser. His acting was more than splendid. and

all the rest watched him with delight. but they all thought

that it was the last play in which Vak tangov would appear.

And so it was - he was acting for the last time. why did he

act so magnificently? »Lecause he was de ending his 1i . Lilo,

a sense of life had produced a creative state. Are we, artists.
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only capable of feeling life when it is in danger or is being

extinguished? Can we not fight our way to a sense of life

while we are healthy and not so difficult to look at oneself.

healthy. full of strength. and say to oneself. "I am well."

A consultation of doctors was called to Vakhtangov.

and the specialists examined him in my presence. After the

consultation was over I came into their room and understood

all...

“How long, do you think?" I asked than.

"Your - five months.“ was the reply.

Vakhtangov waited for me downstairs. I came out to

him and. perhaps for the first time. lied to him. He was glad

and cheered up. Later. he went down again and did not rise

Any more. Hie interest in the life of the studio of the moscou

Arts Theatre increased greatly. He inquired about everything

that went on in the Studio and became suspicious - it seemed

to him that we were hiding something from him. At that time

the Studio was preparing for its tour abroad. Yakhtangov did

not even admit the possibility that he might notte a member

of that tour. he called a photographer. got out of bed, had

his photograph taken for a passport. The photograph reflected

the approaching death cruelly and openly. but agrin he did not

understand. lhe day of the tour was near. and we really did

not know what to do with him. we felt that we had no right

to tell him the truth about his tragic position and could not
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find the means of convincing him of the impossibility of a

foreign journey. But the illness progreSSed rapidly. and he

died on jay 29, 1922. I was not present at his death.

 

During the heavy years of famine my mother was taken

ill. She lay in our cold. unheated lodgings, and groaned

softly day and night. She needed skillful and complicated

attention. and with difficulty I got her placed in a hoSpital.

I came to see her nearly every day and could see how she was

sinking. Her reason was weakening. and aha began to talk

incoherently. She died in my absence. and 1 could hardly

find her in’tho morturory anongut the bodies which lay on the

tables. on the floor; in fantastic poses. embracing each

other. with swollen faces, with open eyes.

A typhus epidemic was raging in roscow. and there

was no time to bury the dead. With great difficulty some

semblance of a funeral was contrived. the cemetary presented

a ghastly picture. Into the graves were lowered people without

coffins. wrappod in rags. sometimes tied together in pairs to

wooden boards with ropes.

From the time or my mother's death I seemed to lose

the ability to feel. It 5.2med to me in some way unimportant

whether she was dead or not. i could not realize her death

and remained strangely placid. ?he thought of suicide did not
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enter my head. and i got over my mother's death in a state of

dull indifference. flat :xfivn #33 soon loot. and now I do not

know where her remains repose.

 

by the timo of the foreign tour my theatrical ideals

had become sufficiently well defined. The necessity of real-

izing them had reached its limit. I began to discuss questions

of art with friends and not with understanding and sympathy

from many of them. We talked warmly and much About reorgani-

zation of the Studio.

with the death of Vakhtungov the Studio had lost its

artistic leader who could have led it along new. living paths.

This loss worried no. Evcn during his lifetime Sushkevich and

I had almost agreed to lend the studio where the talent of

Vakhtangov directed. but his death did not permit us to realize

the idea of a preciaa fulfillment of "the face of the studio."

I began to think of myEEII as the artistic lrader

of the theatre. I announced that I was fiaking the artistic

fiuidancc into my hands for a year. It seemed to me that much

could be done in a year toward rt sing the standard of theatri-

cal acting technique, but my inexperience hnd deceived me

cruelly. I have now been working in the theatre for several

years but cannot saylp to this day that I have reached any

prominent results inthe realm of acting tachnique. uhe artistic
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pro'blem which i have raised can hardly find its full solution

seen. since the life of the theatre is complex and demands a

great deal of labor in directions bearing no direct relation

to the actor's creativa nrt.

the rapid growth or our theatre in the last few

years demanded a great expenditure of forces on the part of

the management. ‘T'he annual budget of the theatre went up from

100.000 to nearly b00,000 roubles. the troupe had increased

considerably. asalso had the technical personnel. dith great

satisfaction I must say that the energies which the management

had expended on all the complicated administrative work. brought

excellent results. (Thismas also noted by the various insti-

tutions concerned, which had found the activities of the

management quite satisfactory, and the theatre grown and natured

in a financial sense.)

The first thing that I wished to do in my new plan

was the production of Hamlet.

I was faced by a difficult problem: i had no one

to play the part of Hamlet. 1 did not consider myself quite

suitable for the part, but I had no option. with much inward

anguish in the cause of my plan. 1 took the part upon myself.

 

5y din y grew when I realized that my attention was directed

on the production an a whole. on the devalopnent of the rudi-

ments of a new acting technique. and not on the part of .ianlet.

not on nyself :3 an actor. nil this complicated 11y mental

state.
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LX‘ 05 with balls were the first things at the
rcix m

rehearsals of Hamlet. do silently threw balls to each other,

putting into our movements the artistic content 0: our parts.

The text of the play was read slowly and loudly to us. while

we fulfilled it, throwing balls to each other. In this way,

we achieved several aims. In the first place. we were freed

iron the necessity of speaking the words before we had any

artistic internal impulses toward them. We were freed from

the painful stage of pronouncing words with our lips alone,

without any internal meaning. as always happens with actors

who begin their work by pronouncing tho words prematurely.

Secondly, we learned to achieve in a practical manner the deep

connection of movement with words on the one hand, and with

emotions on the other.

He were beginning to appreciate the law that an

actor who repeatedly wakes the same voluntary and expresaivc

gesture. a gesture having a definite relation to some part of

his words. receives as a result, a corresyonding emotion and

an inward right to speak the words concerned.

From movement we wont on to feeling and to words.

Of course. all these and similar exercises were done by us far

from perfectly and in insufficient quantity. In addition, we

were constantly distracted by theoretical discussions on the

meaning and s gnificanoe of this or that exercise. However.

that max have been,tne firsi utten t was made, and to a
J
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greatest joy I saw that the actors took to new and unusual

methods 01‘ work willingly-

I myself, in the part of Hamlet, fell far behind my

colleagues. Even on the day of the first public dross rehear-

sal. I. standing in my make-up and costume in the dressing room.

felt that certain pain which is known to the actor when he feels

that he is not ready to appear before the public. If the actor

prepares his part correctly, then all the process of prepara-

tion can be defined as a gradual approach of the actor to the

image which he sees in his imagination. the actor; at first

builds up his image entirely in his mind. and thenattcmpts to

imitate its inward and outward properties.

30 it happened with me duri 5 the preparation of the

part of Hamlet. I built up a mental picture of Hamlet. saw

his external and internal picture. but could not copy it as

my mind was occupied by general problems. Even now I can see

the remarkable face of my imaginary Hamlet, a face with a

peculiar yellowish tinged skin. with wonderful eyes and several

miraculously arranged furrows on his face. How unlike this

Hamlet is to the one which I act. and how painful it is to

realize that!

It was also in the production of Hamlet that the

first attermt was made to produce a play by the combined work

or three producers. (n wig; was produced by dmiahlaev. Gatarinow

 

and Chcban.) The task proved difficult. but the idea seemed
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to me. after the experiment we had made, definitely currect

and desirable. In general, the idea i: that the producers.

having one common problem and constantly acting on each other

with their artistic ideas and images. attempt to solve their

artistic contradictions and discrepancies ty placing these

images in their minds and letting them react freely with each

 

other. {hey await the result of the clashes

and thoughts.

If the producers really succred in doing this in u

pure. imuorsonal. self—sacrificing way. the result appears as

a new. beautiful, creative idea, satisfying all the producers

and corresponding to the individualitl of each. ouch a recult

always provcu to be higher than the ideas expressed by each

producer individually, but much a method of work can only be

achieved if the producer iiSH more interested in the oroductlon

and its future than in himself and his future.

After the dress rehearsal of Hamlet. btanislavsky

said to me that although there was a great deal that he liked

in my acting of Hamlet; nevertheless, i, in his opinion. should

avoid purely tragic parts. Stanislavsky was, of course. right —

I have no real "tragic” gifts, but nevertheless I think that

if I could succeed in playing Hamlet us he Appears to me in

my imagination, I would be able. to a certain extent - and perhaps

in a peculiar form - to portray the tragic quality of Vamlet.

I felt much easier in the part of Ableuchov [Eenntor
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Albleukhoi] in Jalov's [Jiely'e] Peterburl. Although, as in

the work on hamlet, my attention was distracted by problems

of a general nature. nevertheless I was able to devote su;

cient time to myself. I myself and the rest

 

1-

of the cast of

this play, all sought an approach to rhythms and meter: in

connection with movements and words. fiur attempts were not

sufficiently finished for the public. but they gave us, the

actors. a great deah and I hope that attempts to introduce new

methods of technique. which were indicated in the production

of Peterburg, will be developed further in a subsequent work

of ours.

The production of 0010 went in a slightly different

direction. and the further development or acting technique did

not enter into itswprobleme. but nevertheless,

attempted.

I personally

within the limitations of my part. to use some of

the theme of imitation of an image.

 

Euromsky in my imagination and imitated it during rehearsals.

I did not act as we actors generally do; I was in -

tating an image which itself was actinv For me in my mind.
N

As a result of this imperfect attempt of mine. when I portray

Huromeky on the stage. I. to a certain extent. remain away from

him, and, no to speak, oberve him, his acting. and his life.

This "standing aside" enables me to approach that Stafie of the
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the artist when he purifies and ennoble: his images without

introducing into then any unnecessary +raifis of his own personal

character.

nhen I condunccd the contemplation of the image of

-uromsky, to nw surprise L noiired +ha+ {he only clearly

visible characteritstic consisted of his long. gray sidewhiskers.

J was not yat ahle to see to whom fhey belonged, and patiently

wilted for the appearance of their owner. After a while, the

nose and hair appearud, than the legs and the gait. At last

came the whole face. arms. position of head. which swayed

slightly as he walked. when I was imitating All this at ro—

hearsals. I suffered a eat deal throu h being obliged to  
 

speak the words or the part before I had heard the voice of

luromsky as a mental image. Zine did not permit me to wait,

and I had almost to invent the voice. However. I experlunced

a great deal of pleasure even Tron the little which I had

achieved durinq the haut‘ wroduction of L~lo.L n ____

 

e production of Hamlet coinciled with an important

and significant moment in the life of th .oscow Arts ”heatre

r‘ond .oscow Academic Arts

 

studio. Rho Jtudio became the

Theatre and moved into new prenises in “heatralny Place. The

small hull accommodating 175 spectators was replaced by a hall

Beating 1350. Chis gave the theatre an opporutnity to fulfill

. fine theatre succeeded  
its social obligation; the

in rgising the annual orxanized attendance to 110 thousand and
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that or students to 26 thousand per season!

Ly mental stability grew stronger every day. how

thoughts penetrated into my consciousness. They gove me

strength. confidence in life. and attached a meaning to my

activity in the theatre. I scrutinized all my previous know—

ledge and easily selected everything containing a grain of

 

truth. rejecting evaryth‘.g that acted destructively on the

consciousness and undermined the will. ¥or example, I read

with catisfaction in the works of Dr. R. Steiner the story of

a teacher who, explaining Laplace and Kant's theory of the

origin of the solar system to his pupils, rotated a drop of

oil in a beaker of water. The rapid rotation broke up the

drop of oil and separated it into a series of smaller droplets.

In this way the teacher gave his pupils a visual illustration

of the origin of the solar system and the planets. The pupils

understood the idea conveyed by their teacher. but could not

understand who had rotated the huge nebula in space. in place

of the teacher.

I had not yet become thoroughly familiar with tho

new idean which were coming to me, but I was already under—

standing the direction in which my further inward life was to

go. The problem of re-educating myself arose before me. I

knew that it would depend upon myself whether my mental life

would remain tho same as before, or whether it will change

and subjugate itself to my ego.
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Despite the powerful resistance which my character

was putting up. I began to transform my mental qualities.

Religious moods were already less foreign to me. my physical

health began to improve. gy interest in science was renewed,

but I could not devote myself to it owing to shortage of time:

although even formerly I had not been able adequately to fill

tho capo in my education. When I had already become an actor

of the Arts Theatre, I angaged a teacher of rarthoraftios. but

our lessono soon came to an and; this and was caused by a

mirror which hung in the room. During the lessons my teacher

would not take his eyes off his image in the mirror, and this

placed no in an awkward situation. I looked at him. and he

at himself. whilo my calculations remained uncorrected.

Ky life was slowly changing. and I noticed that

around me there was no longer a single person of those who

had surrounded mo in my childhood and youth. I rscollected

how, when young, I used to think with horror how terrible it

would be to lose one of those near to we; out now I had lost

them all. but also a port of myself as I had been previously.

Sometimes, it is true, flashes of memory arise in

my mind from my childhood and babyhood, and in them I recognize

certain traits of nw character which I have today. For example.

I can remember myself sitting on the knee of Anton Favlovich

Chekhov. (I was probably six of seven years old at the time.)

Anton Yavlovich leans over to me and a6 s something in an



 

m3

 

1 hide

 

affectionsfe manner, and I havn a feolin; o? shyness

 

my face. K remember t ”Delinfi o" shynass well. I know it

well even now. It comes to no suidcnlv. without appafuht

 

cause, and I Foal shy and awkward withour .mowir:a

as I did when I sat on Anton Pavlovich's knee.

1 H G u a m r a j u
}

L p :
1

I can remember yet another eXpe

1900. ry mother wokfl we in %. morning and wish:d me "A happy

flew Year and new century." Her words made we feel strangely

 

ad. I did not know who+ had made :0 glad. but my joy was

at something big, somethinr which. so it omed {0 me, had0
1

«
2

taken place somewhere outside, in plane. in tile. in the'
1

universe...1 know such joy even now, but now 1 know to what

it refers. -1 know now 1'hat i+ refers to the creative forces

in the world. to the harmony and rhythm of life. to the ércat

justice which reigns in the world. that justice which I sought

so painfully in the days 0? «y pessimism: to that order which

I had then lacked.

Howavor. side by side with tho axpericnces which I

have now just as I did in my childhood. L find others which

stand out in onoosition *0 1y rhildish sensations. Eor example,

whatever I mi ht 5 Va ildhood. whatever  

‘
4
'

:
1

I
:

J o m :
r

Qame I was playir mportant thing for me was the

  

result. the and. an conclusion. L did everything

hastily. hurriedly, strivin; fervently to attain the desired

rosult. I experienced nnurly no pleasure from the orooess of
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playing. aiming only at its conclusion.

I remember how baffled, irritated, and excited l was

When the thought had once entered my head that paper might be

cut up so small that it will turn into water. I cut up a

tremendous quantity of paper, torturing myself to exhaustion

by anticipation of the result. Juch was the case in my child-

hood. aow, during the course of any piece of work. I nzarly

always havo an opposite tendency. All my interest is directed

at the process of the work itself) the results appeor unexpect—

edly, and i let them exist objectively, as it were, separately

from me, without considering them my proporty and not getting

attached to them as i had done in aw childhood.

Shanks to this new attitude to the results of my

activities, I have found two new feelings in my life. i have

noticed that the results of my different activities compose

 

themselves,as;1r spontaneously, into n h A

harmonious mosaic. where each stone in harmony with the others

   
‘ Ves a whole and significant image of a huge picture. And

there is another thing I have noticed; that feeling of agoniz-

ingsolltude and emptiness which I had experienced formerly at

the moment when results had been attained. ht: become my prop—

erty. and 1 did not know what to do with them. that feeling

has vanished from my soul. 1 did not want the results and

they tortured no, emptying my soul and nroducing anguish. weari-

ness. and apathy in it.
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my Sell-pOSSeCSIOH grew .raduall‘, Ann I noticed that

in connection with this the ease with which I been-ac.- fatigued

became less. 1 was iatigucd by rassee of external impressions.

which I allowed to act upon me uncontrolled. i was iorn apart

m P
.

9 .
5

c
)

by tho most divarse and unhormonious impros __g_;en§g

of intenration was foreign to we; I could not repel unwanted

impressions. Reacting to everything which I net. i wasted

and exhausted my mental strength. ahen I walked along

th the coztente of th:

 

street. I became literally filled

street signs. the street noise and roar, the face: And snatches

of conversation of passers~by. I suffered from this disinte—

gration. but did not know how to combat it. only a reruain

degree of consciousness of self has savad me from the an uish

 

of mental chaos. I still see streot signs. I hear street

noises. and so forth. but these impressions no longer unnetrate

into me against my will and do not weary no as they did.

 

I began to admit far 101' impressions In+o my con-

sciousness. but I have found a relation to these few impression:

I am. for example, pained by the Sign ha

 

a restaurant bearing the inscription "rasty L

 

“Taste Restaurant".or "L'Uurs" written in LUSSiE

with a picture or a half-lion. half-tiger by its side. All

this hurts me but does not exhaust me mental forces because

I regard ”L'Curs“ and its portrait consciously, and can laugh

at the train of thought or the inventor of the name.
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I have learned that the artiot should know how to

receive impressions. That is. to be able to select impressions

and to seek a relationship to them but it is not to escape

from painful, heavy, or even pitiful impressions; no, the

artist should receive all kinds of impressions and seek a

proper relationship to them. I had the good fortune to receive

a sense of majestic mental upliz'i. at Lin: sight of uku uumun

ruins. when I was in the Coliseum. in the Pantheon, and amongst

the ruins at the Forum. I was deoyly moved by the soman cata-

combs, impressed by the might of the human will; und 1 Sell

in love with Venice — I walked its narrow. maze—like streets

day and night and pinod for the love of Venice.

Hy journey to Italy has left many unforgettable im-

pressions on my soul. But here am I in Hoocow, and I am met

by "L'Gursl" What should I do? Turn away in disgust? Ho:

 

I must lioten even to what "L'uurs" has to - y about the human

soul. "L'Ours" is Just as much a witnesa of human life as the

Coliseum and the Pantheon. Gnu must not fear the pain caused

by "L'Oursr and then it will tell of many wondoriul things

that the artist ought to know.

I feel bound to say a few words about Ltaly. a country

that miraculously combines greatness and Childishness. grandeur

and humor. grids and simplicity.

Italy is full of contrasts and of the unexpected.

She can develop the artistic taste of nan to the greatest
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heights. bu? she can also stoop fo unforfiottnhlo branches of

taste. I remember a gloomy princn on the ShOrOS of the hay

of raplcs. Yhis prison conveys a zloomy and depressinq Teal—

inn by its very appearance. Its honnlosuly thick walla are

made of massive ntonou. "hn flnrn horrible its walls look, tho

brighter in the sunshinn, the purer and clearer the air over

the hay. the merrier the sonwe. laughtnr. and swearing of the

Italians in the streatg.

The prison is almost fha only place in Emplos that

one winhes tn leave quickly. But the dosira to leave changes

into a dcnirn to run away. into a feeling of despair, when it

is seen that near one of the prison walls, noutllng close to

it. is a small vabnrnt. sin,ora appear on the stage. the

spectators are merrily eating. drinking. swallowing oysters

and jeating with the Italian girls who wait on them. They sing

not only on the stage, they sing at tho tables. they sing in

the streets. near the cabaret. they sing nvarywharol Who

first thought to enter ono's head on seeing this picture is.

can the prisonnru not hear thenn semen and merry laughter?

Cn the wall by the atane hangs a lfirne picture of the Lndonna,

decorated with fiawaru. ribbonn. and flooded with light. All

this combines into one chaotic lmprassicn which it is quitu

impossible to sort out.

hora are also can?
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“Dank of tho Holy fihost," a wine - "Teara oi 4hrlst,” fillets,

"A31 St. Peter." In the Shops are sold little statuettes.

ropresenting Christ with rosy checks and a pretty, doll-like

face. In the church or it. filetro in lincoli is to be found

.lchaolangelo's loses; t is fenced round. and tourists

approach it with awe; hut on coming out of the church they can,

in a little shop nearby, buy a tiny statuette representing

Cases with an idiotic face and disproportionate arms and logs.

In such sheps one can even buy a foliseum made of some yellowish

substance, about one and a half inches high. :hia not only

doearnt resemble the original. but it frankly lacks a wall.

I want into one of +he little ancient churches in

Florence. having insaected its amazing frescoes and having

enjoyed the wonderful beauty of its antique style. I wont

toward the exit. At the door, a little, bent, old women

barred my way and smiling ln a friendly xanner. beckoned me

to return into the church. I Vollewud her. She led me to a

large pane of glass, resembling a shop window, and solemnly

turned on electric awltch on the wall. The window lit up, and

I snw a doll in a bright dress. It was an image of the

“adonna. l was horrified, but the old woman joyfully pointed

  

to the image, apparently invit. '30 to inspect the figure

 

more closely. She pointed to her own cheat and again at the

Figure. Suddenly I 55w that the edonna had a small ladics'

areast. i understood that this had been
watch pinned to her

done for ornament and out of respect for the _adonna. I
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became very sorry for the old woman. I thanked her quickly.

paid her several lire for her services uni went out. 1 was

not feeling insulted for the :adonna. no; the Ladonna does not

suffer because simple souls honor her as they know how, from

the depths of their hearts. with love thd faith; I was sorry

for the old woman, I was sorry for the little child within

the bent. gray—haired old creature. unsteady on her feet.

This contrast for some reason brought tears to my eyes.

On arrival in Capri I man not by a religious process—

ion. An image or the Ladonna with upraised arms was being

carried high. ?he procession moved with song. and the rocks

shock from the eXplosions of rockets. and the echo flow between

the cliffo and merged into an unbearable. unceosing din.

Heavens. how they fllred! I was ready to return to Laploa at

once. but the eteomer only left on the following say. I

nearly went insane through tho shooting which went on half the

night. How can tho Italians keep any religious feeling in

their souls in the presence of such deafening noise? That will

always remain a riddle to me.

Once. when on board a steamer gain; to Venice. 1

 

watched several Italian workmen joking merrily with each other.

Roaring with laughter. they snatched off each other's hats and

pretended to throw them overboard. All the passengers soon

began to tane part in their game.

Everyone on deck was roaring withlaughter, dolighted
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over and over again at the same joke with the hats. but qu—

donly the merriment reached a tension when one of the hats

really fall into the water. Everyone was hushed, and all eyes

were on the owner of the hat, who loaned overboard and for

some time looked at his daoarting. perhaps his only hat. but

when he sat down again, his face shone with a child—like smile,

and he roared loudly. Evoryono roared again. there was not

a trace of offense of annoyance. It is far funnier to lose

a hat than it seems to an onlooker. However, the fun did not

end here. Who delight of the friends of the hatleas one ex-

pressed itself in their tearing out hunks of hair from the

chest of their cheerfully suffering friend. The laughter

changed into yells of joy. The look of delight did not leave

the fans of the man without a hat and without hair! i could

not understand it and had to confess it. Perhaps the workmen's

fun was also built up on contrasts.

Here is another impresson. A piano stands on the

deck. Jonaono approaches it and clumsily. quietly hits a key

with his finger and timidly looks around at the people. The

crowd remains silent. do hits the key again. Ihoy he hogins

to improvise, without any regard for harmony. ”fter a minute

he sings, hittinq the keys anyhow. A crowd aathors round him,

and they All sing, men and women. 3 meone also is already at

 

the piano, while the originator of the nerriraent, with his hat

on the hack of his head and shaking his black lock: with his
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wide—hrimmed hat will not accommodate, conducts the chorus

and shouts, and sings, and dances. Is that not Italy? Italy!

It is the sun reflected in the souls of the dark—skinned

Italians, and it sings. and itshouts. and it dances within

them!

We. when we arrive in Italy, put on dark glasses and

with weak. northern, cold voices say, "Ah. what sunshine,"

while they, dark, uncontrolled, and merry As devils, carry

this sunshine inside themselves and are delighted by its

rays. not descending to then from the sky, but ascendinn to

the sky from them in their songs and lauuhter! Italy — the

school of joy, love, laughter. the school 0? a special

dancinn way of living! with fly own eyes I have seen the driver

of a large omnibuu chasing an Italian girl around the streets

of Rome. forikn, in his huna machine. I literally snatched

her from under the wfééls of the bus, but my "herdinn" was

taken for participation in +he merry game. and both the driver

and the girl, laughing merrily. went on their wa .

The Italians swindle merrily and :iwply. One should

check one's bills in restaurants - they are reant +0 be checked.

Just as n rabhy asks aprice which allows or a reductinn, so

doea the Italian waitgr write out a bill whirh allows of n

reductlunl That is in the order of thinfis. Icikher the

 

nor +he cusfiomnr mind: when the bill is ralured a littlo. and

 

both part and :0 , >Ly 'ontentcd.
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“he Italian nabhy is unable to give change. For a

long time he will not understand you when you demand change

but even if finally he does understand. then. raising his

waistcoat and pointing to his stomach, he will say simply and

convincingly, "Volgio nanaiare macchoroni," and you, of course.

will refuse the change.

Obviously all these and similar impressions do not

seem to me fundamental and essential for Italy. but I have no

doubt that they are characteristic. I even think that impres—

sions alone. connected exclusively with the beauty and majesty

of Italian art. Roman ruins. catacombs. otc., would be insuf-

ficient to feel and love Italy as it ieqnow. The custo 9..

faces, voices. and laughter of the Italians in another aSpoct

of what we sec in their churches. museums. and in all their

nature. The Italians lovo showing their sights and love

giving long explanations to them. but their explanations help

far less to understand their country than do they themselves

when they lose their politeness before foreigners. and when

they become themselves.

There can hardly be a man who has had the good for-

tune to visit Italy and who does not have the desire to describe

his impressions. Italy demands to be spoken about, shouted

about. and written about. I syself am not free of these

desires, but nevertheless. I feel it necessary to refrain not

only because Italy has been docrihed by many talented people,
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but also because I am deeply convinced t‘at it is impossible

 

to describe Italy. en roprofiucfiious of Italian pivtures

and ruins only bacon. understandable and dear +0 one when one

has seen them with one's own eyes.

 

A certain mental equilibrium and peace began to

penetrate slowly into my entire life. Even my visits to the

recruiting stations. which were repeated regularly every three

months, when my postponement andcd, passed off more peacefully

than before. "he more peaceful and firm my mental state became,

the were surprised I became at my former behaviour. I ceased

fio understand it, and it seened to me that I was remembering

not myself, but someone else. a stranger to me.

On one of the first flays of conscrintion. when I was

 

scow by train (I lived out of +own). it became

unsufferable for me to be with the other passengers, and l

umped out of the moving train on to the railway track. now

H
L
.

:
2 m nnot understand that action. I have almost forgotten the

nervous tension which had then wade me jump from the moving

train. ”here is a very, very great deal that is now strange

and incomprehenslhle to re.

A certain, apparently insignificant ‘rait of "y

Character played a large part in learning to regard *ynelf

objectively. It consists of my habit of constantly finding
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myself in conic situations over *rifles. Laughing at myself.

I learn to regard myself objectively. (l diIrer from apichodov

inasmuch as he is unable to laugh at his own misfortunes and

rehzords hi3 rate tragically.)

while possessing an honorary pass of Odmission to a

cinema. by a misunderstanding l was once forcibly removed,.

with shOLts, from a queue of waiting people.

Often. when greeting someone, I donot receive a

eating in reply. Sometimes, out of excessive politeness in

 

conversation with slight acquaintances. and trying to find

polite and pleasant expressions, I say, "zhunk you" instead

of "Please.“ “uood‘health” instead of “now do you do. "Excuse

me," instead of "Goodbye."

Once I was having tea with dhaliapin and was feeling

Golf-conscious. I took a mouthful of tea, and without having

had time to swallow it. noticexi that there was a silence at

the table. Hut wishing to swallow loudly. I kept the tea in

my mouth. The silence continued. I felt that l was blushing

and that someone was going to ask me something to ease the

situation, I decided to swallow the tea, but the action was

not successful. and the tea poured out in a thin jet on to

the table cloth. as if out of a nozzle.

All these and similar trifle: can have a treat sig—

nificance if the proper relationship to then can be found.
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auditorium. T

prqsonts new

 

kind and cruel, flippant and serious. inquLBiELVc 3:6 indif-

farcnt, rasceatful 3n! dissolute. Zut avcn in the {amoral

 

nuiuh 9. Silent
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the audience was so stronn that i could not conquer it. uach

performance
, especially

at the beglnnlnfi.
waa J heavy trial

for me.

I found the answer in the new acting technique.
I

understood that the audivnce he: a rl¢ht to influence the

or‘a creative art during a performance.
And the actor must

d
'

8C

not interfere with that. ”he objective attitude to which I

have already refarred is a means of giving the public an

opportunity
of rea¢lng uyon the actor and or introducing

its

characteristi
cs into the performance.

ihie will always happen

to the truly inSpirud actor. contact will only be established

between the actor and the audience when the actor loves the

uublic. 921 public. and when he gives it the scenic image of

that day. allowing that image to do all that his inspiration

demands. and in which there is also the will of the audience.

for example, it is possible to use the audce and

directiona of a parscn whose Opinion one values and whom one

trusts by givln; oneself to his influence in this way. car

example, I often use the directions of n. 1. Sheban, without

actually troubllnfi him. I wentally put him into the auditor-

ium during a pcrfornancc or a rehearsal and -lluw him to react

on me. I then feel haw my satin. changes, how it becomes

 

cnnoblcd, and what cLarity appcars in Hy gcsturcs. words. and

whole portions of the part.

  
. Fugcc. and -rhitsmanshlp of

A ,
2

'hc ani:cir sczs
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mohnn, whom l

 

in ac? upon me.

tor wh) 1513;,ine s himself to be the creator of

fihe gublir and arouses its protests. any

‘005 fhe poet say that Apollo sumnona fiih to a sacred sacri-

ion” {by a sucrifice? iucausc to give oneself up to inspira—

to the anirit of
 

Tion 1nd ihrcu'h inspiratlan. to th- uublic,

 

the times, to the coach, unu so on - that is to sacrifice

 

result. ‘20 actor who lOVeJ his own will nnu inclinations

ow what sacrifice in creative art means. and

 

he v‘ill never Le capable of replyin,5 either to the epoch or

to the “Chands of the times.

. a great deal is talked “hee days about "coordina—

 

tion with 3h present day" and haw little is understood of what

is meant by this coordination' I have often been reproachcd

 

for actin Hamlet, who is no: required by our epoch. Zha

 

“rourle loos not lie with nlet, or any other classical play.

Hamlet contains inexhausitblu wealth for our epoch; the quest-

  

ion is nu for whom Hamlet should be acted.

I can remember one yarformancu of nlet when the

ant nudlcnce consisted entirely o? tsachers who “ad  

how greedlly

  

 

to oscow from all pari: 0"

QB anc what

vht into fine
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who visited us, for those silent corrections and altcrationu

which they introduced into the per?ormance. The new acting

technique to which I am referring is the key to “Coordination

with the epoch," the new. deep-thinking actor. an actor sacri-

ficing himself to the public, is the key to modern acting.

who classics, the greatness of which consists o‘ the fact that

hey stepped far beyond the limits of their own fines and

touched upon the interests of cominy epochs. these classics

will live and will talk to us in our own ianzunge if we, instead

of stifllnn t. u and driving ti-m away. out at their disposal

a new technique, a new art. n new actor, to reincarnate the

classic as the epoch desires.

The new actor will only rccoamize, understand. and

cauidcr the wishes of the new spectator with his new conscious-

ness when he learns; through the new technique} to sacrifice

his own will, his personality. Ho theoretical treatises. no

a u-chair theories or modern theatrical thinkers will have

access t the consciousenss of the actor. They is not know

the secret of mgggggltl; the actor will get hear or understand

them. The actor cannot be ccrsuadcd

   

   

being shown the acto

heFr the words of the modern

of the thentre, but from t
  

 

nt of the nerfornance. ‘or this he must

have an organ for hearing these words. and this organ is thn
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new ac‘ainx, tnchr‘ique.

 

instaad of tree will in

.y heart aches v:ith :ain for

 

and :on..0 i.seur3 of +he modern

 

how f‘no ranting, "theoretici

 

1 themrr.7.1mit
y to cru;e 1m

 

fihe theatr». 1/ heart rejoices again when 1 ‘

lty, the "theoreticians
" and ”connoisseuru

 

are not numerous and that fihe real connoisseurs
who love and

not :3 it aid will not permit then

m

1‘

M
.

the really new theatre.

 

;or this, any thanks to Them. connoisseurs and patient pro-

tnctors of the theatre:

t is clear ":0 me that tho ‘irc’c problem 91' the

t‘mi‘. re is to transform itself, it: 'techniqun. its urtistm

theatre» will be sawed not only 1234' a new repertoire,

 

“oissi gave xze by his

 

I mm remenbn

I;CC}‘-T.xquf.‘ necessary for l'nr: real »w+or. I

 

discussion of

  . :xplaiuned lo

 

ran remember wi+h

 

diaphrabn and 510 ‘nrea’ri‘ing.shou
ld he conhxollcd. how

be +re£fied, and so on. he px'osseu his

 

van: 1 chords Ghoul

with deli: ht. looking at

 

my atowacx and Show

  

1 who 71' 1-; shouting; and 1101: he. 2. could see

[PCB-'4 Lalpor tang-o 2m. awn“. .U

 

'u‘no nee-.111 techniquo- ore
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    than the fialen+ed. f :ry,

 

I was happy in learn that .»~

delight and adviand younfi nc+orfi to learn "r01 him.

”he oblinations n” *he actor nu ‘he audience are

great, huf the public also ha: Pertain obligaiions to the

theatre. I have often noticed that 3 performance is ;01ng

worse than misht be cxpacficd from the conyosltion of the

audience, and only because

  

part of it) in not too nttenti

 

performance. ”he mnmont when ‘hn rurtain rivcs is the

  
when e actor feels vs? the moment amen

the actoz recéiv65'his f g 'e from the auditorium,

and often this is the :aG message that the audience "is not

ready." Whether the actor realizes this or not, he loses

something of his yowor when he raccives an unfavorable messabe

from the hall.

r"he public can raise Ehe quality 01 a performance

& 5

by its partlvlpation 1n 1%, but 1; .xlsu lower the quality

by excessive placidify and tassive wuiixn; for impressions.

The public should wn o‘mance. and it rJill

 

see it if it
nut only of actors,

 

but alsn of an audience. 1 WLtched Lha nublxc With envy when

,.

I saw it in 1-2:, durinb fihc internusiunal uhcss 'ouznamcnt

 

in [oscnw.

r
r

1

 

and ofiher 3
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ifuelf‘, and whut gunz'fornsanr‘os H can :‘m‘ca if

 

fa nvsky, .cicrhold. askvin, and

  “c attcntinn na Nazi, orrnn, oljobov,

 

x would 1319 to say a "rent deal about the relation-

flhip or the spectator and the actor. but this topic will enter

into the cnntqnts of anofher book of nine. Specially dealing

with questions of the thcatrn an such.

I speak a nrnnt deal of the new acting technique.

But do I hnva this techniqunfi Ho, no+ yet. Here is the divid-

Snp line on which I now stand and from which 1 filancc at my

pant and my ruturo. I am nrnparing nysulf in? tha acceptance

of thm future now tnchniqun. I await it and long for it. A

few attempts to master it have shawn no itn immeasurable

depths and value. I look ahead with hope And faith. lnwardly,

I have finiahcd w th all thfit is old in the theatru. and I

find it vainfully difficult to outllvu this remainder of the

old and to struynle with ohstaclna which ctand on thn way to

the new. In reality. ”I have not yet played 2‘. uinzjlc part as

if. Should he blaynd, 7.1an if L was fished which 0.1” my ‘:5 I   

consider the most suncnasful. with all :incnrity 1 would have

to reply: the one which I havo not yet acted.


